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5The single greatest lesson the garden teaches is 
that our relationship to the planet need not be 
zero-sum, and that as long as the sun still shines 
and people still can plan and plant, think and do, 
we can, if we bother to try, find ways to provide 
for ourselves without diminishing the world.
— Michael Pollan
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Urban expansion in New Zealand is continually obliterating historical and cultural significance 
embedded within our fertile landscapes. The once ubiquitous inner-city Chinese market 
gardens is one the biggest victims, due to the loss of this land to housing developments 
and consequently the forfeiture of the elite soils elite soils that was at one time producing 
seventy-five percent of the country’s produce. Consequentially, this has destroyed any 
remains of the rich heritage and culture that once had the ability to help grow, engage, and 
sustain many city neighbourhoods. 
The purpose of this project to help preserve Chinese market gardens by illustrating the 
importance of them as a culturally significant representation of local and natural food 
cultivation. The project is based in what was historically New Zealand’s largest district of 
Chinese market gardeners who dominated the Mangere landscape from the mid-nineteenth 
century. Its purpose is to use this historic connection and culture to reconnect the local 
community with its land. The reconnection is achieved through an exploration of urban 
farming and the development of interrelated programs which collectively have influenced an 
architectural design. As a result, this architecture not only supports activities of engagement 
but the sustainability and growth of the local area by continuing to feed, provide, and teach 
the community as the market gardens had afforded Mangere for many previous years.
A living legacy.
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Glossary
Architectural Memory Memory projected upon the built environment that possesses dimension and scale as a trace of what has gone before1  
Chinese Market Gardening The act of commercial horticulture to include a wide variety of crops on a working farm cultivated by the Chinese, who immigrated 
to New Zealand in the prospect for gold2
Cultural Significance Aesthetic, historic, scientific, social or spiritual value for past, present and future generations3
Cultural Sustainability The interest of culture as an aspect of sustainability that examines the cultural dimension as a social one in a community 
development perspective4        
Heuristics Methodological and systematic form of investigation that incorporates creative self-processes and self-discoveries5
Preservation To maintain a place with as little change as possible6
Revitalisation Restoration and return to of vigour activity or life7
Urbanisation The process of transforming a rural environment to one with urban characteristics8
1    Marc Treib, “Yes, Now I Remember: An Introduction”, in Spatial Recall, ed. Marc Treib (London: Routledge, 2009), 17-20  
2    Joanna Boileau, Chinese Market Gardening in Australia and New Zealand (Auckland: Palgrave Macmillan, 2017), 2
3    International Council on Monuments and Sites, The Burra Charter: The Australia ICOMOS Charter for Significant Places of Cultural Heritage, (Burwood: ICOMOS, 2013), 2
4    Katriina Soini and Inger Birkeland, “Exploring the Scientific Discourse on Cultural Sustainability”, Geoforum 51, (2014): 213, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.geofo   
      rum.2013.12.001
5    Clark Moustakas, Heuristics Research: Design, Methodology and Applications (Newbury Park: Sage Publications, 1990), 9
6    International Council on Monuments and Sites, New Zealand Charter: For the Conservation of Places of Cultural Heritage Value (Auckland: ICOMOS, 2010), 10
7    Interactive Sciences, Shorter Oxford English Dictionary: Historical Principals, (New York: Oxford University Press, 2002), 2567
8    Nikolas Davies and Erkki Jokiniemi, Dictionary of Architecture and Building Construction, (Amsterdam; Boston; London: Elsevier/Architectural Press: Routledge, 2008), 400
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Mangere, for example, was a district once dictated by the largest growing Chinese market 
gardening communities in New Zealand, supplying eighty percent of Auckland’s produce via 
the Auckland City Markets for seventy years beginning in the early 1900s. Now, the Mangere 
market gardening community has all but disappeared. The aftermath of urban developments 
has left the landscape void of tangible gardening evidence and incapable of food production 
– a vital to the continuity of the Auckland population. 
“Because once it’s gone, it’s gone”4
The formulation of the research project originated as a response to the declining number 
of Market gardens left in Auckland, specifically Mangere, as something that “should have 
been retained as an important produce basket for Auckland”5. However, this reaction was 
personally influenced from my own family’s market garden facing the same inevitability with 
the imminent re-zoning for housing. I was saddened by the thought of un-replaceable, fertile 
land being obliterated for housing, that would not feasibly support the local community6, and 
this poses as a ‘waste’ for the Mangere demographic. Therefore, the project’s response looks 
to conserve the Chinese market garden and use cultural identity to preserve and reinvigorate 
the essential spirit and principle behind the gardens as an advantageous outcome for the 
Mangere community. Appreciating my family’s own contribution to Auckland’s produce 
supply for the last seventy years has generated an incitement to continue this purpose with 
an architectural approach. In this project, architecture is endorsed as a mechanism that will 
continue to feed the growing Mangere community year after year, as well as furnishing an 
environment that will re-unite the natural environment with its people. 
 
4    Eva Corlett, “Pukekohe Growers: We’re Really the Last Frontier”, RadioNZ,  August 15, 2018,        
      accessed August 24, 2018,  https://www.radionz.co.nz/news/national/364134/pukekohe-  
      grower-we-re-really-the-last-frontier
5    Lily Lee, and Ruth Lam, Sons of the Soil, (Auckland: Dominion Federation of New Zealand   
      Chinese Commercial Growers, 2012), 351
6    The Mangere-Otahuhu area have an annual average income of $50,000 making them unable to     
      afford the new houses that would be built in the area as a 3 Bedroom home are sold between    
      $750-850,000
”
Because once it’s 
gone, it’s gone“
Urbanisation has consequentially large effects in New Zealand, and the construction 
of ongoing urban developments is causing widespread damage to the country’s rural 
composition. Before urbanisation, the rural population was enumerated at sixty percent 
in 18811 and construed New Zealand as a rural nation2. In 2006, this number dropped 
approximately seventy-five percent3, highlighting the effects of urbanisation on rural areas. 
Forest and agricultural lands are the most commonly affected, however, the biggest victim of 
urbanisation is the horticultural districts - more specifically Chinese market gardens. 
These commercial gardens were set up by the Chinese during the mid-nineteenth century in 
nearly every town and district throughout New Zealand, regardless of how small or remote 
they were. Their vast contribution over their one hundred years provided a dominating 
backbone to the vegetable growing industry which was widely accepted throughout 
European and Māori communities alike. However, as a result of urbanism, the last remaining 
gardens are disappearing, taking away some rich heritage and culture that one day, people 
will not have any knowledge of - let alone remember as once being farmland. 
 
1    “Historical Context”, Statistics New Zealand, accessed August 31, 2019, http://archive.stats.           
      govt.nz/ browse_for_stats/Maps_and_geography/Geographic-areas/              
      urban-rural-profile/historical-context. aspx 
2    In the Statistics New Zealand An Urban/Rural Profile, rural areas are defined by population size 
3    “Urban and Rural Migration”, Statistics New Zealand, accessed August 31, 2019, http://archive.    
      stats.govt.nz/browse_for_stats/population/Migration/internal-migration/urban-rural-   
      migration.aspx
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Chinese Gardens in Mangere 
Mangere Bridge 
1 Seaforth Avenue     4
2 Church Road     2
3 Crawford Avenue    7
4 Hastie Avenue     9
5 Ambury Road     5
6  Muir Avenue     7
7 Wallace Road     15
8 Corronation Road    8
9 Wellesley Road     2
10 Mountain Road     8
11 Kirkbride Road     8
12 Greenwood Road    9
           
Favona
13 Walmsley Road     11
14 Favona Road     11
15 Norana Avenue     5
16 Hall Avenue     7
17 Robertson Road     7
           
Mangere Central
18 McKenzie Road     3
19 Westney Road     2 
20 Massey Road     7
21 Pukaki Road     4
22 Tidal Road     4
23  Portage Road          3     
Mangere East
24 Yates Road                5 
Source: Nigel Murphy, Success through Adversity: A History of the Dominion Federation of New Zealand Chinese Commercial Growers (Auckland: Dominion Federation of New Zealand Chinese Commercial Growers, 2012), 149-157
Figure 7: Locations of the Chinese market gardens throughout Mangere between 1930s and 2010s as per the Chinese Growers’ List                                    CELINE.PEARN
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Community Gardens Today
CELINE.PEARN  Adapted from AUCKLAND GIS                                                                                               Figure 8: Analysis into the number of community gardens in Auckland
Results from this shows very few gardens are located in south Auckland, which was once dominated by market gardens (refer figure 7)
West 
1          Triangle Park 
2          Cedar Heights Community Garden 
3          Woodside Community Garden
4          Ranui Community Garden
5          Epping Garden
6          Millbrook Edible Garden
7          Lucinda Place Community Garden
8          Savoy Community Garden
9          Bishop Stream Neighbourhood Garden
North 
10        Devonport Community Garden
Central
11        Dignan Street Community Garden
12        Wilton Picnic Patch  
13        Grey Lynn Community Garden
14        Organic Market Garden
15        Orakei Community Garden
16        Mount Eden Community Garden
17        Royal Oak Organic Garden 
South
18        Mangere Community Garden
19        Site
20        Auckland Teaching Garden
20
Project Outline
Figure 9: View from the top of the creek looking back on the site                                                 CELINE.PEARN
The research project is a theory towards conserving the culturally rich but endangered 
landscape of Chinese market gardens in the inner city. At the centre of this theory, is an 
attempt to retain one of Mangere’s last remaining fertile horticultural land areas that 
would otherwise be regenerated into housing into a working community garden where the 
architecture reflects the narrative of Chinese market gardens.
The project explores how historians have viewed Chinese market gardens as a place of social 
and environmental engagement amongst the community7, which today’s urban environment 
is void of, and how they are an essential element to how people connect and interact with the 
land8. This research project uses the Chinese market gardens and their story as a foundation 
to creating an environment that will provide this connection amongst the community as well 
as ensuring a solution for the future of sustainable food production in a vastly developing 
urban environment. 
The proposed architecture uses strategies and techniques derived from literature that is vital 
for the success and operation of a ‘thriving community’ to arrive at an outcome that initiates 
opportunities, food production, connection and education.
7    Boileau, Chinese Market Gardening in Australia and New Zealand, 269
8    Design for Auckland, “Why Aucklanders Need More Common Ground”, Auckland Design Manual,  
       March 31, 2017, accessed August 9, 2018, http://admblog.co.nz/why-aucklanders-need-more-  
       common-ground/
The research project has been articulated around the closing of my grandfather’s market 
garden and will therefore use the Kung Gardens, located in Mangere East, as the project’s 
site. The garden sits submerged within the community, encompassed by dense residential 
housing, making it an accessible and prime location for the community to utilise. This is further 
emphasised by the site’s location to a neighbouring secondary school, which is exploited to 
create a vital connection towards teaching the younger generation in an alternative way.
The market garden itself is established on a previously subdivided site, separated by the road 
via a residential dwelling which the family also owns. For a practical outcome, these two 
properties have been combined to provide a total of 0.8ha of useable land. 
At present, the market garden is still used to cultivate hot-house tomatoes on a part-time 
basis by the family and is integrated into the project’s design to allow the family to continue 
working their gardens until they are ready to retire. Thus, allowing the project to continue 
to feed the community whilst still having the ability to develop into a large-scale production. 
21
Aims Design Objectives
Memory in Soil’s aim is to preserve the value behind Chinese market gardens as a culturally 
significant and vital piece of land in the Mangere landscape. The project aims to respond to 
the declining number of ‘endangered landscapes’ by using architecture to connect people 
with the cultural significance of the land through social interaction and awareness.  The 
project aims to achieve this through the development of a series of programs that connects 
the historic function of the Chinese market gardens and the current attributes of the 
Mangere community today. This is to be incorporated into the design in the aim to ‘shape’ 
the architecture and thus the way one interacts and engages with the site. Ultimately, the 
project’s design is to be viewed as an architectural intervention that will provide connectivity 
for people in the community through cultural identity, awareness, and revitalisation. 
1. Create an architectural solution that will continue to 
provide for the Mangere community year after year 
in the same way as the Chinese market gardeners did 
during their heyday. Thus, keeping the market garden 
as an essential piece of the community.
2. Engage the Mangere community with cultural 
diversity and kinship by using architecture to create 
an interactive environment that will teach people 
about the land’s history, food production, and the 
importance of preserving the fertile land that “cannot 
be replaced for short term gain”9.
3. Re-establish an attachment and connection with the 
local landscape for the new Mangere community to 
once again become a place of environmental and 
social engagement through the formation of activities 
and programs offered by the project. 
9    Robert Redford, “Foreword” in Prefabulous and Sustainable, ed.  
      Sheri Koones (New York: Abrams, 2010), 9
22
Research Question
conservation
preservation
reconnect
Memory    .. . .    Architecture
 
Architecture
 Used to engage and inform visitors how to use the space as a  
 tool to stimulate and create memories
 Connections and clues to the past that can evoke memories 
Heuristics
 Story of Chinese market gardeners
Landscape    .. . .    Environment
 
Endangered Cultural Land
 Historical and significant importance to Mangere and    
 Auckland
 
Environmental Sustainability 
 Way to sustain a compromised local food source 
Community    .. . .    Program
 
History and Present Day Stories 
 Use the Chinese market gardening story to connect and  
 teach the Mangere community about  its past and healthy  
 food options 
Social Hub
 “A place where cultures congregated and socialised”
Figure 10: Breakdown of the question into three key words that were used to help understand and 
formulate the aims and design objectives                                                                                        CELINE.PEARN
How can the preservation of a Chinese 
market garden revitalise and reconnect 
the community with the land of Mangere?
23
Scope and Limitations
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The project is an exploration into the history and culture of Chinese market gardens to 
emphasise their significance within the local landscape. Historically the market garden’s 
primary purpose was to feed the community year after year, locally and sustainably. Despite 
the increased housing developments, the project will continue to support the community 
(but on a reduced scale) by still providing a portion of the local population’s requirements. 
It must be noted that the amount of produce generated from the development is limited by 
the size of the site and the growing local population. Therefore, the development on its own 
will be unable to feed the Mangere community and the design will not be based upon some 
futuristic vertical farming typology and is just a study on how the project can continue to help 
feed the community.
Secondary to feeding the community, the market gardens were also a place where “Māori 
and Chinese [the community] worked congregated, interacted and socialised”10. Therefore, 
the developed architectural design uses the story of Chinese market gardeners to establish a 
place that reflects these earlier traits. For this reason, the current outlook of Chinese market 
gardens as privately-owned sites will transpose back to a socially inclusive and productive 
environment. The gardens will then become a place that will continue to support the 
“[bridging] between one culture to another”11, allowing close relationships to be formed 
within the community. Consequently, the project must make clear that the word ‘Chinese’ 
does not delineate itself solely to a Chinese community, but the local community of Mangere 
today. 
The architectural space amongst the gardens uses the above points to focus on how 
architecture can educate and connect the community with its agricultural roots in food 
production, consumption and security. These efforts have been derived from a desire to 
provide a space that will benefit and support the local demographic of the community in an 
advantageous means. The project aims to use a combination of education and the market 
gardens as a tool to assist in improving the perspectives around food choices, prospects, and 
abilities of the Mangere community.
10    Lee and Lam, Sons of the Soil, 373
11    Boileau, Chinese Market Gardening in Australia and New Zealand, 233
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Methodological Approach
Techniques relevant to informing the design process comprised of three parts. The first 
part used ‘heuristics’, ‘research for design’, and ‘on-site research’ which was utilised for the 
collation of data and knowledge to generate a systematic design approach. The second took 
advantage of ‘precedents’ and consisted of a critical observation of four projects across two 
themes, with the results manipulated to inform and guide the project’s design. The final part 
to the methodological approach was evaluating the integration of the above techniques in 
the design through ‘design trials’ and was achieved through an analytical self-reflection of 
design manoeuvres.
Heuristics
‘Heuristics’ is a methodological approach developed by psychologist and humanistic expert 
Clark Moustakas, that involves investigation into the human experience. In this process, the 
self of the researcher is present and allows a greater depth of understanding throughout the 
course of the research12. As a result, this approach can be used to find underlying meanings 
and values of the human experience13 which proved useful in understanding the market 
gardens as a landscape we no longer have the chance to experience to its full extent. 
The process of heuristics, therefore, was an important element to the research and design of 
the project as it “[emerged] from an initial engagement with the topic” on a personal level 
that had social and universal significance14. This ‘initial engagement’ came as a personally 
motivated response to the declining number of Chinese market gardens in Mangere, from 
which a special connection is presented because of my great-grandparents, grandparents
12    Moustakas, Heuristic Research, 9
13    Moustakas, Heuristic Research, 10-11
14    Nevine Sultan, Heuristic Inquiry: Researching Human Experience Holistically, (University of St.   
        Thomas: Sage Publications, 2018), 10
and mother. By using heuristics, the intimate involvement and connection with the project 
cannot be implicated as a personal conflict as the inquiry is centred around the concept of 
self-exploration and awareness as a way of better understanding the issues involved with the 
research15. 
The heuristic inquiry can be defined by fourteen characteristics, some of which have 
influenced the type and direction of research used throughout the project. For example, 
the characteristic of ‘Phenomenologically Aligned’ is the “attempt to make sense of the 
experience as it is perceived to allow for deep understandings and meanings”16 and influenced 
the study between the connection of personal memories and stories with the senses and 
architectural perceptions. The characteristic ‘Autobiographical’ focuses on the self and the 
personal history and memory as a way of synthesising the past, present and future17. This 
was probably one of the most influential characteristics, as the project was strongly centred 
around fusing the story of the Chinese market gardeners (past) and the Mangere community 
(present) as a way of supporting the future development of the Mangere environment. The 
combination of these two characteristics therefore reflected ‘Experimental, Embodied, and 
Holistic’, which is “subjective to human experience… [by focusing] on multiple facets of the 
human experience: cognitive, emotional and sensory”18. Another characteristic used to 
manipulate the project was ‘Culturally Embedded and Emancipatory’ which was adapted into 
the research to evaluate the social context and issues as a way of understanding the reality 
of the research19. This directed an inquiry into the demographic of Mangere and considered 
the social context and issues surrounding the Chinese market gardens, both historically and 
in Mangere today.  
Research by Design 
‘Research by design’ is an academic strategy that considers both research and design as an 
interwoven process used to inform the progression of a design20. This is achieved by analysing 
a range of literature that can provide strategies and techniques which is to be adapted into 
the design. Conceptual development is then achieved through a series of iterations in which 
a critical self-analysis of the design is continuously used. As a result, this enables a creative 
process by employing alternative methods of research such as modelling and the testing of 
ideas21.
Thus, research was a crucial element to the design process as the findings provided a set of 
architectural strategies that were used to inform the ‘preservation’ and ‘reconnection’ of the 
site’s design.  This involved an academic inquiry into material that was consistent with the 
key words identified from the research question through observation and critical analysis of 
literature and precedents. 
15    Sultan, Heuristic Inquiry, 6
16    Sultan, Heuristic Inquiry, 5
17    Sultan, Heuristic Inquiry, 5
18    Sultan, Heuristic Inquiry, 6
19    Sultan, Heuristic Inquiry, 6
20    Rob Reggema, “Research by Design: Proposition for a Methodological Approach”, Urban Science  
        1, no. 2 (2016): 3, DOI: 10.3390/urbansci1010002
21    Reggema, “Research by Design”, 2
25
During the project’s design process, a series of diagrammatic sketches, spatial mapping and 
models were used to ‘test’ and evaluate the success of the design. This success or strength of 
the design was identified through a series of critical reflections and analysis of the approaches 
undertaken at end of each stage. 
On-site research
As majority of the Chinese market gardens in Mangere have been filtered out of the 
landscape overtime, it was important that the research project understood the gardens 
and their interaction with the community as they existed during their time. Growing up as 
an observer on a Chinese market garden, there was a basic understanding towards these 
concepts but further analysis and understanding needed to be gained in order to achieve a 
broader understanding. To attain this understanding, historical, contextual, and architectural 
analyses of Chinese market gardens were undertaken.
Historical analysis covered the narrative of Chinese market gardeners from their arrival in 
New Zealand through Dunedin, to their fifty-year dominance in Mangere. Gathered literature 
and prior research conducted by Lily Lee and Ruth Lam in their 2012 publication Sons of the 
Soil, became an invaluable recount of the market gardeners’ time within Mangere and was 
further supported by additional literature found on a visit to the Mangere Historical Society. 
Additional historical analysis was conducted in conjunction with contextual analysis. The 
first used aerial photographs from ‘Retrolens – Historical Imagery Resource’ to examine the 
development of farmland in the wider Mangere area (Mangere Bridge, Mangere, Favona 
and Mangere East), periodically over an eighty-year period. A supplementary layer to this 
was distinguishing the location of all known market gardens as conducted by Lee and Lam, 
to understand the impact the Chinese market gardens held over the Mangere area in their 
prime. The second was a specific analysis to the site itself, which used the same method 
described above, to distinguish the site’s personal history and development. This was 
supported by the purchasing of a Historical Title, which although did not provide any new 
information, confirmed its establishment, agricultural use and owner’s intentions.   
Contextual analysis was conducted on visits to four separate family-associated market 
gardens within the Mangere area. These included the site itself, the Young’s Strawberry farm, 
the Foy’s glasshouses, and my great-grandfathers original market garden on Pukaki Road. 
The analysis between the four market gardens became influential towards informing the 
project’s design. 
Further architectural analysis was conducted onsite with the glasshouses. Historically, 
these have been a defining element onsite since the first aerial image in 1940, when there 
was a modest glasshouse on the eastern boundary. Individual site measures were used to 
explore the composition and structural layout of the three glasshouses onsite. Sketches 
helped understand each structural system, accompanied by a digital model on one of the 
glasshouses to identify the spatial context in its entirety. 
Precedents
Precedents were also evaluated and deliberated to a point at which useful information 
relevant to informing the design could be extracted and applied to the site. Analysed 
precedents focused on the connection between architecture and the landscape, the openness 
of structures, courtyard spaces to find architectural solutions relevant to reconnecting the 
Mangere community with the local landscape. 
Design Trials
A range of concepts and diagrams were generated for planning and spatial arrangements 
based on methods and strategies were analysed through the previous two components. 
Each concept went through an evaluation regarding how successful and effective (or not) the 
design was with respect to history, connection to the landscape and education. Successful 
iterations were integrated into the next concept and created a series of layers which each 
concept built upon to produce a developed design.  
Once a developed plan was established, to understand its spatial arrangement and further 
develop the design, physical models were produced to help the evaluation process. This 
process was extremely useful to the design outcome as it provided an opportunity to learn 
how to improve and create a more coherent design outcome.
27
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The project’s intent concerns the preservation of a Chinese market garden to communicate 
a historic cultural identity and importance within the Mangere district. Literature on the 
development of the project consists of four sections. The first section concentrates on ‘The 
Market Gardens’, which addresses their cultural significance, and the importance of historical 
land preservation. The two subsequent sections further reiterate the relevance of market 
gardens within the community through an alternative lens and the issues relevant to today. 
The second section therefore focuses on ‘Social and the Community’, examining the value 
behind social interaction within a community towards the land, and the value of open green 
spaces. The third section covers the extremity of ‘The Natural Environment’ as something 
that cannot be replaced once destroyed, highlighting the importance and value of a local and 
natural food source. Lastly, the fourth section is directed at ‘Architecture and Memory’ and 
explores how the integration of the five senses, collective memory, and narrative architecture 
can assist the memory of a place.
29
 ‘The Market Gardens’ section is an analysis of research into the concept of 
market gardens and their significance to Auckland’s landscape. This is divided into two 
subsections, the first evaluates the cultural and historical significance market gardens hold, 
whilst the second explores techniques and methods in which this can be addressed using 
the International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) charters. Authors mentioned 
in this section include scholars who have completed a comprehensive study into Chinese 
Market gardens in New Zealand, scholars who theorise ‘cultural sustainability’, and heritage 
professionals. 
Joanna Boileau documented in her book Chinese Market Gardening in Australia and New 
Zealand about the slopes of Chinaman’s Hill in Brunswick Valley, New South Wales consisting 
of ‘tangible remains’ as a symbolic memory to the presence of the Chinese during their time 
in the area22. Doctor Barry McGowan, a researcher from The Australian National University, 
studied market gardens in 2008 and stated that “market gardens are an endangered landscape 
and have significant heritage value”23, highlighting the neglected importance of market 
gardens and the land they once sowed to benefit the wider community. Boileau agrees by 
saying the “contribution the Chinese have made to agriculture in New Zealand has been 
considerably overlooked”24. The evidence supporting this claim stems from the consequence 
of urbanisation consuming and encroaching on fertile and rural land. As a result, most of 
the market gardens have been wiped out, leaving little residual material of Chinese market 
gardening in New Zealand, which was once the hallmark occupation for these migrants. 
Maria Svensson emphasises in her chapter Evolving and Contested Cultural Heritage in China 
that during the nineteenth century, European urbanisation sparked a reaction towards the 
rural landscape, as people began to feel the urgency to preserve villages and rural customs 
that were quickly vanishing25. Through a conservation lens, this is common practice, although 
this conflict of interest is not the case for landscapes and seems to have never been raised 
in New Zealand. In a recent statement from Phil Goff, he explains he cannot be sure of the 
impact Auckland’s developments could have on the remaining rural land26. The New South 
Wales Office of Environment and Heritage, however, began recognising the significance 
and value of Chinese market gardens within the community in 201227 and promptly listed 
the La Perouse market garden in Phillip Bay, as a heritage site in an approach to preserving 
the agricultural narrative. For at least one hundred years, Chinese market gardens “filled 
an important niche”28 for many New Zealand communities. To erase evidence of market 
gardening also negates the initiation of Chinese in New Zealand as a generational chapter 
22    Boileau, Chinese Market Gardening in Australia and New Zealand, v
23    Boileau, Chinese Market Gardening in Australia and New Zealand, 273
24    Boileau, Chinese Market Gardening in Australia and New Zealand, 165
25    Marina Svensson, “Evolving and Contested Cultural Heritage in China: The Rural Landscape”, in   
        Reconsidering Cultural Heritage in East Asia, ed. Akira Matsuda and Luisa Elena Mengoni  
        (London: Ubiquity Press, 2016), 43
26    Stephen Forbes, “Auckland Mayor Phil Goff says the Effect on Auckland Urban Development  
         of Government Plans to Protect Food Producing Land is Not Yet Clear”, Interest, August 16, 2019,  
         accessed September 6, 2019, https://www.interest.co.nz/news/101247/goff-says-effect-auck  
         land-government-plans-protect-countrys-highly-productive-land-yet 
27    “Chinese Market Gardens”, NSW Office of Environment and Heritage, accessed September 12,   
        2019, https://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/heritageapp/ViewHeritageItemDetails.aspx  
        ?ID=5044696 
28    Boileau, Chinese Market Gardening in Australia and New Zealand, 2
Figure 13: Grandparents harvesting cabbages on-site                                                                          TUNG.KUNG 
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that appear to have no value in the local communities. This is ironic considering both Chinese 
and Māori share the same cultural value towards their attachment to the land29. As such, 
without evidence of market gardening ever existing on any landscape, “tangible reminders 
of the primary production [once cultivated] in urban areas”30 as well as the history of land 
settlements, will be but a distant memory.
ICOMOS, is an organisation specialising in conservation towards cultural heritage. The 
ICOMOS New Zealand Charter, along with the Florence Charter, and the Charter for the 
Interpretation and Presentation of Cultural Heritage Sites have been used to emphasise the 
importance of preserving the cultural landscape of the Chinese market gardens. The New 
Zealand Charter is an influential charter for a bicultural nation containing places of cultural 
heritage and value relating to its indigenous and recent peoples. The guidelines expressed in 
the charter respect long-lasting values as a way of informing people of the past and providing 
tangible evidence that can reinforce the community identity and relationships31. Section one 
defines places of cultural heritage value as having deep-rooted meaning that can apprise the 
history through tangible evidence that can ultimately provide an identity for the community 
that will reinforce relationships to the land32. In the context of Chinese market gardens, 
these landscapes agree with this definition as they hold such values and interest for both 
the present and future communities. Section two commences the Conservation Principles 
with the chapter of ‘Understanding’, which explains that the first step to conservation is 
recognising the cultural value of a place33. Although the preceding literature affirms a 
cultural significance of market gardens, no further action has been taken as the market 
gardens continue to be expended for urban developments. Section eight reveals that cultural 
heritage value is promoted by its purpose and function within the community and should 
be secured for such use34. The market gardening community played a pivotal role in New 
Zealand’s vegetable growing industry, which saw the Chinese feeding their communities year 
after year between the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Although there are very few 
Chinese enacting this, the need for food is still a vital element for any community and further 
emphasises the value in preserving this particular cultural heritage landscape. Conservation 
and architecture, however, primarily refers to the integrity of the built heritage. 
As Chinese market gardens do not have strong affiliations with built architecture, the Florence 
Charter has been used to support the market gardens’ position as a ‘historical garden’. This 
charter also ingeminates Chinese market gardens as displaying cultural heritage values. In 
this charter, a historic garden is defined as an “architectural and horticultural composition 
of interest to the public”35, which is further explained in article eight as a landscape with 
29    Boileau, Chinese Market Gardening in Australia and New Zealand, 242
30    Boileau, Chinese Market Gardening in Australia and New Zealand, 273
31    ICOMOS, New Zealand Charter, 2
32    ICOMOS, New Zealand Charter, 1
33    ICOMOS, New Zealand Charter, 2
34    ICOMOS, New Zealand Charter, 3
35    International Council on Monuments and Sites, Historic Gardens: The Florence Charter, (Flor  
         ence: ICOMOS, 1981), 1 
a memorable attachment associated to the place36. To express and acknowledge cultural 
heritage values is what is described in the Charter for the Interpretation and Presentation of 
Cultural Heritage Sites ‘as the overall process’37.  This has been defined by seven principles 
which can encourage a relationship between the landscape and the public. To do this, the 
cultural value needs to highlight the desire for protection through public awareness so the 
community may therefore understand and appreciate the cultural value of the landscape. 
Achieving this can initiate communication between the landscape and the public with 
programs designed to instigate inclusiveness. This in turn develops a social context which 
therefore describes the reception of the cultural values. Pamela Jerome reports an example 
of the ICOMOS guidelines used to promote conservation amongst the community in her 
article The Values Based Approach to Cultural Heritage. This focused on a restoration project 
at the Gatehouse in New York and resulted in a reinforced sense of pride for the area, as well 
as the enrichment of cultural preservation providing the community with a focal point of 
cultural destination within the city38. 
36    ICOMOS, Florence Charter, 2
37    International Council on Monuments and Sites, Charter for the Interpretation and Presentation of  
        Cultural Heritage Sites, (Canada: ICOMOS, 2008), 3
38    Pamela Jerome, “The Values Based Approach to Cultural Heritage Preservation”, The Journal of  
        Preservation Technology 45, no.2-3 (2014), 6
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 The second section, ‘Social and the Community’ examines market gardens in a 
social context and the attributes of social integration within the community. This section also 
observes the value of open green spaces within the local community as a supplementary 
reason for preserving the market gardens. Authors mentioned in this section include scholars 
who have studied the social aspect of market gardens as well as Viniece Jennings and Anna 
Lawrence. 
Chinese market gardens not only hold a cultural significance but a communal and social 
importance too. Boileua referenced that a market garden provides the “fundamental 
importance of a community [due to] ongoing connections to kin and native39”, interpreted 
as a place that not only connects one to the environment, but socially with others through 
engagements associated with market gardening. An American project, Project for Public 
Spaces, has acknowledged this perception, stating in their blog that community gardens 
are more than food sources and act as places of connection by building social ties amongst 
the community through celebration and maintenance of cultural traditions40. This is further 
supported by Märit Jansson, a lecturer and researcher of landscape management, who has 
observed community gardens as a place that strengthens the bond between different ethnic 
groups by promoting social inclusion within the community41, coinciding with Boileua’s claim 
of the “ongoing connections to native and kin”.  Boileau has also considered the Chinese 
market gardens as “an important locus of cross-cultural exchange”42, as the gardens enforced 
relationships between indigenous and European people which provided the reciprocity of 
cultural traits, trade skills, and a desire to till the land together. The lives of the Chinese 
becoming intertwined with the wider community’s was referenced by Lily Lee and Ruth 
Lam in their book Sons of the Soil. Their book describes the strong relationship the Chinese 
had with Māori, explaining that their lives ‘intertwining’ was a result of closely working, 
congregating, interacting, and socialising together on the land, to which they became good 
friends, neighbours, and ultimately relatives43. The New South Wales Office for Environment 
and Heritage explains that this particular social characteristic of the gardens, provided 
the Chinese an apparatus to make connections within their new communities as a way of 
adjusting to their new ‘home’44. 
However, the social quality of the Chinese market gardens also followed them to spaces 
outside of the gardens. The Auckland City Markets for example, was once a place the Chinese 
community regularly met up with each other and other people from within the trading 
environment. Boileau observes that the markets became place where close relationships 
were formed between the Chinese and the community45 as it was a place where they were
39    Boileau, Chinese Market Gardening in Australia and New Zealand, 268
40    Annah Mackenzie, “Beyond Food: Community Gardens as Places of Connection and Empower  
         ment”, Project for Public Spaces, March 1, 2016, accessed September 10, 2019, https://www.  
        pps.org/article/beyond-food-community-gardens-as-places-of-connection-and-empowerment 
41    Märit Jansson, “Green Space in Compact Cities: The Benefits and Values of Urban Ecosystem  
        Services in Planning”, Nordic Journal of Architectural Research (2014): 144, accessed September    
        16, 2019, https://www.researchgate.net/publication/270572048_Green_space_in_compact_cit       
        ies_the_benefits_and_values_of_urban_ecosystem_services_in_planning
42    Boileau, Chinese Market Gardening in Australia and New Zealand, 15
43    Lee and Lam, Sons of the Soil, 3739
44    NSW Office of Environment and Heritage “Chinese Market Gardens”, 
45    Boileau, Chinese Market Gardening in Australia and New Zealand, 233
Figure 14: The family working together to prepare spring onions for the markets                      TUNG.KUNG
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most commonly integrated with society. In this environment, Steven Young explains that 
the Chinese thrived on the cultural concept of guanxi, a Chinese term for networking, and 
was of particular importance to the commercial operation held by the Chinese46. The Asian 
Media Centre explains that guanxi literally translates to friendship, consequently relying on 
a personal connection to be established between two parties before a business deal can 
proceed47. Therefore, forging friendships was a fundamental aspect to the success of the 
Chinese trade and demonstrates that the markets became another way the Chinese were 
able to establish social ties.   
 
The Auckland Design Manual supports these social interactions observed within the 
market gardens and explains that social contact in our community is a way of establishing 
a connection to others and the community through a sense of belonging and wellbeing48. 
The Manual then goes onto elucidate that the social needs of humans can still be achieved 
in the urban environment through communal open spaces which respond like an “inner-
city community”49.  Jansson on the other hand refers to these as ‘open green spaces’ but 
agrees they provide a valuable aspect to the urban environment as an indiscriminative 
place of social and economic statuses50. Research scientist, Viniece Jennings, defines this 
as ‘social cohesion’ which is achieved in spaces that afford bonding and social engagement, 
and encouraged by cultural activities in areas that can facilitate this such as green spaces51. 
Jennings believes social cohesion is naturally influenced by urban green spaces, which is 
facilitated by engagement with the urban environment, ultimately shaping the “social fabric” 
52. Jansson agrees with this by recognising that green spaces in a suburban environment 
provides “both informal contact and strong ties” between families and neighbours, giving 
the example of a community garden as one way of achieving this53. Anna Lawrence notes 
that this form of social interaction and the natural landscape is a ‘combining sense’ which 
is generating a new type of space in the community environment54. Through her research, 
46    Janice Adamson and Hans-Dieter Bader, “Gardening to Prosperity: The History and Archae             
        ology of Chan Dah Chee and the Chinese Market Garden at Carlaw Park” (Ph.D., University of   
        Auckland, 2013), 161, http://www.archaeologysolutions.co.nz/wp-content/up   
        loads/2014/03/Adamson-and-Bader-NZAA-monograph-29.pdf
47    “Chinese Business Values: Guanxi, Mianzi, Renqing”, Asia Media Centre, September 22, 2017,          
        accessed September 16, 2019, https://www.asiamediacentre.org.nz/features/chi   
        nese-business-values-guanxi-mianzi-renqing/ 
48    Design for Auckland, “Why Aucklanders Need More Common Ground”
49    Design for Auckland, “Why Aucklanders Need More Common Ground”
50    Jansson, “Green Space in Compact Cities: The Benefits and Values of Urban Ecosystem Services  
        in Planning”, 6
51    Viniece Jennings and Omoshalewa Bamkole, “The Relationship Between Social Cohesion and           
        Urban Green Space: An Avenue for Health Promotion”, International Journal of Environmental   
        Research and Public Health 16, no.3 (2019): 1, doi:10.3390/ijerph16030452
52    Jennings and Bamkole, “The Relationship Between Social Cohesion and Urban Green Space”, 2
53    Jansson, “Green Space in Compact Cities: The Benefits and Values of Urban Ecosystem Services  
        in Planning”, 6
54    Anna Lawrence, “Community Wildlife Sites in Oxfordshire: An Exploration of Ecological and Social  
        Meanings for Green Spaces”, International Journal of Commons 4, no. 1 (2009), 122 
Lawrence discovered that engagement with the natural landscape offers people meaningful 
experiences by actively engaging with the land and as a result attributes to a wider objective 
of conservation55. 
55    Lawrence, “Community Wildlife Sites in Oxfordshire”, 122
Figure 15: One of the family market gardens at Tidal Road                                                                    TUNG.KUNG
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 The third section covers ‘The Natural Environment’ through an analysis on the 
effect of urbanisation and the destruction of the Chinese market gardens at the expense 
of fertile land. Authors mentioned in this section include environmentalist Robert Redford 
and researcher of agricultural science Francesca Bray. This is also advocated by news reports 
and local farmers who are foreseeing an insecurity in food supply as a repercussion of 
urbanisation.      
Urbanism has provided the crucial issue of today that questions how people can give 
more pride to the environment. From an environmentalist perspective, Robert Redford 
commented that the natural environment is something that can never be replaced once 
it has been destroyed, and the preservation of land is something valuable to hand down 
to our grandchildren56. This issue was highlighted in a newspaper article in 2006, when a 
descendant of Chinese market gardeners from Mangere, Sarah Ho, explains her fear that “one 
day people will not remember or even recognise the area as once being farmland and fields…
[and] it seems a shame to lose the heritage that was once the livelihood of my forebearers”. 
Barry McGowan sympathises with this concept and explains that Chinese market gardens 
are “reminders of primary production” for descendants and the younger generation as these 
landscapes hold tangible and intangible evidence that informs the history of settlement 
and historical function of the land57. As market gardens can be considered agricultural land, 
Francesca Bray observes that “agriculture is the prime technological system between the 
natural environment and human society”58, in which she elaborates by explaining that history 
is the ‘mediating force’ between these two aspects, suggesting that history is a vital element 
to the identity of the natural environment. 
The extensive destruction of agricultural and forested land for urbanisation is harming 
the environment, so much so that Don Hunt’s 1956 study of market gardens described 
the Mangere landscape as a “district characterised by the most intensive pattern of 
agricultural land”59 is today fictional due to the ‘sea of housing’ that has since taken over. 
The repercussions of developing the natural environment is the obliteration of fertile land 
which The Weekly Times headlines fertile land as “the most important resource for the 
future of food security”60. Horticulture New Zealand acknowledged this in their 2017 report 
stating that local food supplies are important for the domestic population and if New Zealand 
cannot sustain this, food sources will have to be imported61. This is supported by Michelle 
Sands, Manager of Natural Resources and Environment for Horticulture New Zealand, who 
56    Redford, “Foreword”, 9
57    Boileua, Chinese Market Gardening in Australia and New Zealand, 273
58    Boileua, Chinese Market Gardening in Australia and New Zealand, 55
59    Lee and Lam, Sons of the Soil, 369
60    Peter Hemphill, “Fertile Land the Most Important Resource for the Future if Food Security”, The  
        Weekly Times, August 14, 2017, accessed September 3, 2019,  https://www.weeklytimesnow.            
         com.au/agribusiness/decisionag/fertile-land-the-most-important-resource-for-the-fu   
         ture-of-food-security/news-story/1a035c7849c76db6d56dfe243381f0a2
61    Horticulture New Zealand, New Zealand Domestic Vegetable Production: The Growing Story,   
        (Wellington: Horticulture NZ, 2017), 26, http://www.hortnz.co.nz/assets/Media-Release-Photos/ 
        HortNZ-Report-Final-A4-Single-Pages.pdf
states that this change will inevitably increase the price of vegetables62 and is why Jansson 
believes that urban green spaces, such as community gardens, provide sustainable urban 
developments63.  This view is further strengthened by the fact that importation of food 
negatively impacts the environment from an increase in carbon footprint64 
In respect to Auckland, its abundance of volcanoes provided the region vast hectares of 
naturally fertile land that was made up of basaltic soil and permitted settlers of early Auckland 
perfect soil conditions for mass cultivations. Lee and Lam indicated that this made up 40% 
of the Auckland region65, 66% of which is detailed in a 2019 August report from Auckland 
Council, zoning this land for the city’s urban expansion66. The ‘last frontier’ to this dilemma is 
Pukekohe, which has continuously been threatened with the introduction of developmental 
housing. Pukekohe farmer Bharat Bhana expresses that “the region cannot be replicated 
and once it is gone, it’s gone”67, further reiterating the importance and significance market 
gardens hold within the community and its people. Environment Minister, David Parker, 
notes the 66% of urban growth on rural land is on some of New Zealand’s ‘elite soils’68, to 
which Agriculture Minister, Damien O’Conner responds by revealing that “[New Zealand] 
cannot afford to lose our most highly productive land”69. Pukekohe celery grower, David 
Clark, explains in a RadioNZ interview that Pukekohe’s soil is one of the country’s ‘elite’ and 
indicates that Class 1 and 2 soils are only found in a small percentage of soils in the country70. 
Parker enumerated this as 14%71, to which Clark responds by emphasising that “once those 
are gone, they are gone forever. You can never get them back”72.   
In a recent One News report, Katie Bradford informs that there is a conflict between 
introducing more housing and locally grown produce73 where the need for housing somewhat 
outweighs the need for locally grown food. O’Connor views this as “one of the greatest 
challenges facing the world right now” as the issue of how to feed the growing populations 
rises74. The consequence of stripping landscapes of their fertile quality can bring on the 
onset of the “three-day food supply”. Unbeknown to many, voiding cities of fertile land to 
produce food can create a gap in the supply of food, as supermarkets are limited with a 
three-day food supply75. As “food is the centre of our lives”76, being able to grow in the urban 
environment is important for the sustainability of our communities and urban agriculture 
offers part of the solution to food security. In 1996, the UK National Food Alliance recognised 
that since urbanisation began in the 1970s, urban agriculture was a “positive outcome for 
an unfortunate situation” 77 and is therefore one way to create a sustainable neighbourhood. 
73    One News, Government Proposes to Protect Food Production by Shielding Fertile Land from   
        Development
74    Forbes, “Auckland Mayor Phil Goff says the Effect on Auckland Urban Development of Govern  
        ment Plans to Protect Food Producing Land is Not Yet Clear”
75    Toby Hemenway, “Fear and the Three-Day Food Supply”, Toby Hemenway, November 2, 2011,   
        accessed August 29, 2019, http://tobyhemenway.com/419-fear-and-the-three-day-   
        food-supply-3/
76    Tara Garnett, Growing Food in Cities: A Report to Highlight and Promote the Benefits of Urban   
        Agriculture in the UK (London: National Food Alliance, 1996), 11, http://library.uniteddiversity.   
        coop/Food/Growing_Food_in_Cities.pdf
77    Garnett, Growing Food in Cities, 19
 The last section pertains to ‘Architecture and Memory’ and explores how architecture 
can share memories between the land and the visitors. The considerations discussed in 
this section comprise architects Peter Zumthor and Juhani Pallasmaa and researcher of 
architectural memory Marc Treib who is a specialist in this phenomenon.
Marc Treib, editor of Spatial Recall, believes architecture and landscapes “serve as a grand 
mnemonic device that record and transmit vital aspects of cultural history”78, which has 
previously been referred to in prior sections as both tangible and intangible evidence. Panita 
Karamenea concurred with this belief in an article Landscape Memory and Contemporary 
Design, by considering that the landscape is a “lens for understanding a site and enriching 
spatial connections”79, which anthropologist Pamela Stewart describes is a result of personal 
experience and connections80. In her book, Landscape Memory and History, Stewart notes 
that these experiences are gained from the social landscape and supports the knowledge of 
culture, as landscapes can be interpreted with “emotional significance and political impact 
of human settlements”81. In the chapter Space, Place, Memory and Imagination of Spatial 
Recall, Juhani Pallasmaa observes the cultural identity ‘continuum’ can be experienced 
through preservation of the past in the form of architecture82. However, Peter Zumthor 
strongly believes landscapes store memories for they absorb “traces of the lives long gone”, 
referring to the landscapes as ‘historical documents’83. For Zumthor, architectural experience 
is all about the information embedded within the landscape whereas Treib believes that 
the engagement, stimulation and communication perceived through the architecture is 
triggered from the built world, as these forms can engage people through the stimulation 
of memories84. Levi Smith, another architectural researcher, supports Treib’s position by 
suggesting architecture has the ability to engage people in a way that stimulates a collection 
of memories and coincides with Donlyn Lyndon’s chapter The Place of Memory of Spatial 
Recall, where he comments that memory is the way we encounter space, emphasising space 
is memorable in two ways: “through formal structures with special coherence or power, and 
through events that take place rooted in a location”85. This is supported by Pallasmaa who 
explains that experience of space is an exchange between the mind and the embodiment of 
the space86  and is why he believes that architecture has the ability to inform movement and 
behaviour of a space87. This is directly connected to how people use and
78    Treib, Spatial Recall, I
79    Panita Karamanea, “Landscape, Memory and Contemporary Design”, Craft and Design Inquiry 7  
        (2015): 113
80    Pamela J Stewart and Andrew Strathern eds. Landscape Memory and History (London: Pluto   
         Press, 2003), 1
81    Stewart and Strathern, eds. Landscape Memory and History, 9
82    Juhani Pallasmaa, “Space, Place, Memory, and Imagination: The Temporal Dimension of Existen  
         tial Space”, in Spatial Recall, ed. Marc Treib (London: Routledge, 2009), 17  
83    Peter Zumthor, Mari Lending, and Helene Binet, A Feeling of History (Zurich: Scheidegger and   
        Spiess, 2018), 21
84    Treib, Spatial Recall, XIV
85    Donlyn Lyndon, “The Place of Memory”, in Spatial Recall, ed. Marc Treib (London: Routledge,       
        2009), 64
86    Pallasmaa, “Space, Place, Memory, and Imagination: The Temporal Dimension of Existential   
        Space”, 27
87    Juhani Pallasmaa, Eyes of the Skin: Architecture and the Senses (London: Academy Group,   
        1996), 44
Figure 16: Market garden “architecture” – one of the glasshouses on-site.                                    TUNG.KUNG
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perceive space as architecture informs the physical experience through activities that are 
adapted as a mnemonic forum in the sense that people are remembering through doing. 
Pallasmaa identifies that architecture is connected to the tactic of the body and through the 
construction, people are guided on how to use the space88.  
However, Pallasmaa also expresses in his book Eyes of the Skin, that through imagination 
architecture can connect us with the past as “time and space fuse into one single elemental 
experience”89. He explains that this interpretation can be stimulated through the sense 
of smell which can subconsciously allow the person to ‘re-enter’ a space90. Salvador Dali 
has observed that of the five senses, smell “best renders the idea of immortality” as 
this component and time are connected91. This is affirmed through the exploration of 
sensory perception in the book Invisible Architecture, that the sense of smell stimulates a 
mnemonic process, as biologically the olfactory sense is used to identify92. In the journal 
Environmental Research and Public Health, it opined a view regarding the effect senses have 
on the experience of nature and this was supported by the school of Biological Sciences 
in Queensland that “natural sounds and smells underpin experiences… well rooted in 
evolutionary psychology”93. These views imply that the senses have a huge influence on how 
we experience places and activities.  Martin Heidegger has philosophised about this saying 
awareness of the present is derived from a combination of the senses, emotions and nature. 
In Zumthor’s case, the senses are an influential design tool that conceives atmospheres of 
multiple sensory inputs, defining an architecture that is more complex than architecture 
alone can provide94. Conclusions from a study on rats in 2010, suggested that the recognition 
of the senses and the storing of memories, can evoke “emotionally charged memories” 95. 
This is because recognition and processing of senses, and the accumulation of memories, 
occurs in the same area of the brain. Therefore, Heidegger and Zumthor’s philosophies 
regarding the senses and the arousal of emotions are valid design tools in the domain of 
memory recall, as this can be linked scientifically together as an approach to stimulating 
memories. 
From these findings, it can be understood that the combination of architectural elements 
and the influence of the senses can be adapted into a design stimulate memory recall. 
The understanding derived from this section of literature has enunciated that memory is 
stimulated by engaging the entire body, which includes the senses, and the way in which 
architecture forces one to respond.   
88    Pallasmaa, Eyes of the Skin, 16
89    Pallasmaa, Eyes of the Skin, 36-37
90    Pallasmaa, Eyes of the Skin, 38
91    Anna Barbara and Anthony Perliss, Invisible Architecture: Experiencing Places Through the Sense  
         of Smell (Milan: Thames and Hudson, 2006), 74
92    Barbara and Perliss, Invisible Architecture, 123
93    Lara Franco, Danielle Shanahan, and Richard Fuller, “A Review of the Benefits of Nature Experi  
         ences: More Than Meets the Eye”, International Journal of Environmental Research and   
         Public Health 14, no. 864 (2017): 1, doi:10.3390/ijerph14080864 
94    Barbara and Perliss, Invisible Architecture, 157
95    Rachael Rettner, “Brain’s Link Between Sounds, Smell and Memory Revealed”, LiveScience,           
         August 5, 2010, accessed July 23, 2019, https://www.livescience.com/8426-brain-link-  
         sounds-smells-memory-revealed.html 
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Four precedents have been used to inform the project’s intent to preserve the Chinese 
market garden. The selection of these precedents was dependant on categories that 
reflected different aspects of the project’s design. The first category, ‘Cultural Landscapes’, 
focuses on two public parks, The New Hedelands, and the Green Road, which have been 
revived for modern day use, whilst remaining sympathetic to the land’s rich historical and 
cultural significance. The second category, ‘Pavilions’, analyses the architectural composition 
and structure of The Room for Archaeologists and Children, and The Slow Food Pavilion. 
The last section, ‘Market Gardens’, explores the use of architectural elements in the market 
garden themselves.  
Cultural Landscapes
39
Cultural Landscapes
The New Hedelands is a cultural landscape project designed around the concept of redefining 
the ‘conventional cultural house’. SLA’s design intention for this was to use the landscape as a 
place of experiences and engagement to inform visitors of the significant culture and history 
embedded within the landscape. With over ten thousand years of history endured onsite, 
the design of the project followed three strategic alterations which were developed in layers. 
For visitor experience, this layering enforced a physical narrative expression.  
The first layer of the development involved zoning the landscape into spaces that 
represented different historical periods. In each zone, a narrative is conceived using physical 
characteristics, symbolism and physical engagement. The period of the Ice Age was one zone 
and included the conversion of flat fields into mountains, with pits below dug deeper for 
lakes. Together this was used to illustrate the end of the Ice Age. Another period was the 
Iron Age. This section of the park used the flat plains to portray the agricultural use of the 
Hedelands by allowing visitors to dig, plant, and transform the park with their creativity and 
interaction. In doing so, the Hedelands became a space that is “developed and created by 
and for the people who come here”96. The last zone is the wilderness and is defined by a 
recreational space for the community. The story linked to the wilderness is a demonstration 
of the political resolution of turning the old gravel pits into an area which visitors can enjoy 
and culturally interact with97. 
To ensure visitors experience the landscape’s narrative, the second layer involved creating a 
nature trail. This was used to circulate visitors on various paths around the vast 1,500ha park, 
which offers a diverse experience every time due to the endless possibilities and explorations. 
As the site was also historically a gravel pit, the third layer represents the Industrial Revolution. 
However, this layer uses symbolic mementoes through the placement of industrial structures 
as references to the previous land use98. One example is the embedment of an aggregate 
funnel into a hilltop creating a shelter that visitors can play and interact with by climbing and 
hiding in and out of the funnel.
Collectively this project uses the narrative of the land to create a space that strengthens 
the culture of the community through interaction, engagement, and experiences which SLA 
describes as “[adding] a new social layer to the cultural landscape”99.
96    “The New Hedeland”, SLA, accessed August 24, 2018, https://www.sla.dk/en/projects/det-ny-  
        hedeland
97    “Hedelands History”, Hedeland Naturpark, accessed August 28, 2018, http://hedeland.dk/He  
        delands-historie.html
98    “Hedeland”, Johansen Skovsted Arkitekter, accessed August 24, 2018, https://johansenskovsted. 
        dk/HEDELANDNew-objects-in-an-industrial-landscapeLocation-Hedeland
99    SLA, “The New Hedelands”
New Hedelands
SLA Architects
Roskilde, Denmark
2017 - Ongoing
Figure 18: Narrative layering of the park’s development                                                                    CELINE.PEARN
Figure 19: One of the structural references of the Industrial revolution   
Today: Nature trail
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Symbolic mementos
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the Industrial Revolution
A - The Wilderness 
B - The Plains
C - The Mountains
Interactive ‘playscape’ for childrenAggregate funnel
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The Green Road is another historically significant site with cultural importance to its local 
area as a former military defence system and is one of four on the Lek River100. REDScpae’s 
design intent was to reconnect the local community by providing a space of peace in the 
hopes of healing after its prior war use. This was achieved through the reconstruction of 
military defence systems as a narrative experience for visitors, by creating a relationship 
between the historic land use and the new agricultural surroundings.  
After seventy years of neglect the site was described as ‘unrecognisable’101 and detached 
from the surrounding context. Restoration of the park worked to re-establish a connection 
between the site’s heritage and the local community by creating a relationship with the past 
and the present. This was used to portray the site’s original intent and allow the visitors to 
experience the narrative of the landscape102. An existing trench system ran throughout the 
site, connecting the entrances from the road and the stream. Repurposing this system as a 
series of paths, directed movement through the site towards the river, which could be used 
during the summer season to connect the site to the another three along the river as part of 
a tourist loop. Partial sections of this system were authentically revived with sandbags, while 
most of the others left in their current state - grassed over. Partially restoring sections ensured 
that the trench systems, which defined the paths through the site, were not overwhelming 
and ghoulish to the visitor’s experience but still portrayed a vital element to the narrative. 
This narrative of the landscape was also aided by thirty-six military structures which stood as 
a unique feature of the site. These structures were restored to provide access so that visitors 
could physically interact with the land’s history. This engagement with the landscape enables 
the visitor to experience the site’s historical intent and allows one to better understand this 
aspect of the war through this encounter. Bolt holes adjacent to the trenches were also 
opened to provide another layer of exploration but remained sympathetic to the project’s 
intent of healing by appearing as rabbit holes in the bank as opposed to bomb shelters. 
Together, these elements created an aspect of ‘rediscovery’ between the community and the 
landscape, by providing the visitor with interesting and varied features that engages them 
throughout the site. 
Another element to the narrative of the landscape was to create a series of ecologies that 
were sympathetic to the current inhabitants that had taken up residence on the land after 
the war. This was also utilised to establish a relationship between the site and its current 
agricultural context by creating a diversity between the negative connotations associated 
with the land and its new outlook. Four ecologies were created and included wetlands, 
woodlands, and grasslands which supported the fourth ecology of the historical structures 
and trenches. Together the ecologies and the historic narrative create an ‘oasis’ that overall 
strengthens the landscape of the park for visitors to enjoy. 
100    “Green Road Works”, Landezine, November 27, 2015, accessed August 1, 2018, http://  
           www.landezine.com/index.php/2015/11/green-road-works-by-redscape/ 
101    Landezine, “Green Road Works” 
102    Landezine, “Green Road Works”
The results of the revitalised military landscape can be observed to create a poetic experience 
for the visitors through the symphysis of nature and historical mnemonic features as a sensory 
experience103. Together, these components enable an understanding and engagement of 
history and culture which are significant to the formation of the community as it is today.  
103    “Fort Uitermeer North”, RedScape, accessed September 4, 2019, https://www.redscape.nl/  
           portfolio/fort-uitermeer/
Figure 20: Series of ecologies                                                                                                                         CELINE.PEARN
Figure 21: Military bunkers authentically restored with sandbags                                                  
The Green Road
REDScape
Utretch, Netherlands
2014-2015
ANDREAS.MULDER
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Wetlands 
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Work to revitalise and reconnect the community with its local landscape was hugely 
influenced by the cultural identity of both parks. Their physical narrative can be described as 
the main driving force behind creating visitor experience as the landscape was able to share 
its history whilst enabling the visitor to connect with the landscape through interaction, 
play, and education. However, as a result of ‘re-experiencing’ the heritage, awareness was 
advocated amongst the community of the significance the landscape previously played in 
the shaping of their community and holds as a powerful mnemonic of the past and culture.  
Figure 22: Summary of the cultural landscapes against three key features                                                                                                                                               CELINE.PEARN
Pavilions
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Pavilions
A Room for Archaeologists and Kids is an elemental timber structure in the archaeological 
sanctuary of Pachacamác. Connection was an important element of the design intent and 
was achieved through three responses: human interaction, relationship with the profession, 
and through the connection to the landscape.
The structural composition of the pavilion consists of two parallel arcades made from nine 
10m2 “square fields”104, which enclose a courtyard via adjacent sets of five square fields. This 
serves as the only ‘walled space’ to store archaeological finds and is the most private space 
of the structure. A canopy roof is provided by a textile weave, which not only provides shade 
but acts as an ornamental piece above the structure. 
Human interaction is provided by the openness of the structure’s design by providing a space 
that fuses the interplay of both archaeologist and visitor together. This is achieved by the 
pavilion’s location onsite as ‘middle ground’ between the community and the archaeological 
fields. Visitors and children can access the pavilion and use the space as a way of interacting 
with archaeologists. This is conducted in the two arcade spaces where archaeologist can come 
in from the shade and showcase their findings. This initiates a collaborative process between 
the archaeologist and visitor that enables learning through discussion and observation. This 
interaction also has the added benefit of exposing the profession to the wider public. This 
is further supplemented through the central courtyard, which allows children to then take 
what they have learnt and apply it to their own archaeological digs. 
The third response, connection to the landscape, was achieved because of the structure’s 
openness which enabled both physical and visual connections. A physical connection is 
established by being able to freely walk through the structure and out onto the archaeological 
fields. This also provides archaeologists direct access to the fields as the orientation of the 
structure’s open sides is perpendicularly aligned with the path into the sanctuary. A visual 
connection is achieved via the absence of walls which provide an unobstructed view out 
towards the archaeology fields and this directly connecting the pavilion with the landscape. 
A connection to the landscape is also established through the choice of material. The timber 
structure is the main component of the pavilion and uses a tropical hardwood from the 
Peruvian Rainforest. This was chosen for its resistance to fungus and humidity which was 
vital to the integrity and longevity of the structure in the humid climate105. Adobe bricks were 
fabricated using the earth found onsite and were applied to create the floor with compacted 
earth joints. Another material was the white textile used to weave a canopy on top of the 
structure. This was obtained from local farms who use it in their agricultural greenhouses. 
Collectively, these materials have been sourced and chosen based on their proximity to the 
site and help create a relationship between the pavilion and its landscape. 
104    “A Room for Archaeologist and Kids in Pachacámac”, Archdaily, accessed June 4, 2019,  https:// 
           www.archdaily.com/912216/the-archaeology-of-the-territory-pachacamac-a-room-for-ar  
           chaeologists-and-kids-eth-zurich-plus-pucp 
105    Archdaily,“A Room for Archaeologist and Kids in Pachacámac” 
Room for Archaeologists 
and Kids
ETH Zurich and PUP (Philippines)
Pachacamác, Peru
2018
Interaction and engagement can be observed as an influential element to the design intent. 
Together, these two words have been taken into the design process as an approach to 
support and advocate the public awareness of archaeological sites. This in turn has created 
a space in which an educational cultural experience can be achieved.  
Figure 23: Site plan illustrating the “middle-ground”                                                                           CELINE.PEARN
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Figure 24: Openness of the structure                                                                        Figure 25: Plan illustrating 
the three responses 
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Environmental education around the consumption of food was key to connecting the three 
spaces together. This relationship was designed to reflect the atmosphere of a refectory and 
market107, which has been observed to engage the visitors through an alternative learning 
environment that stimulates the senses and promotes interaction. 
107    Leon, “Slow Food Pavilion”
The Slow Food Pavilion is a series of slender and ‘archaic’ structures used to house the 2015 
Milan Expo to showcase the “Slow Food Movement of Regional Gastronomy and a Slow Pace 
of Life”. The design intent of Herzog and de Meuron’s was to create three simple structures 
that enabled visitors to learn and interact freely throughout this part of the exhibition. This 
was achieved by two architectural responses: the courtyard and an open structure.  
Structure of the three pavilions were identical to each other and were constructed out of 
a series of laminated portals to form a pentagon. This form directly linked the design to 
the agricultural food process by taking inspiration from the traditional farmhouses of the 
local Italian Lombardy region106. This idea used the element of shelter but again did not use 
walls thus creating both a visual and physical connection to the rest of the expo and the 
central garden. The openness of the structures meant that the covered space was defined 
by a series of portal frames and functioned like three arcades around the courtyard. This 
openness was also integrated into the design for desire to create a free-flowing space that 
was reflective of a farmer’s market.    
The three pavilions were composed in a triangular formation to define and enclose a 
courtyard that was used to connect the pavilions together. This was important as the 
courtyard was a feature of this particular exhibition, serving as a demonstration to advocate 
the food process. This was executed via a series of raised planter boxes, that permitted the 
growth of produce and herbs and enabled visitors to physically interact with the exhibition. 
Visitors were also able to try their hand at kitchen gardening and in using hands on approach 
be physically taught some of the concepts behind food production and consumption, adding 
to the learning process.  
The learning process was further complemented through three different learning typologies 
accommodated within the pavilions. These spaces worked together to support the expos 
purpose and were used to engage and stimulate the learning for different people. The first 
pavilion functioned as an exhibition space which was used to present products in printed 
literature, physical forms, and in visual statements on screens placed at either end of the 
structure. The second served as a tasting pavilion and was designed as one long corridor 
which organised the flow of people to move through the space whilst tasting and smelling 
the ‘richness’ provided from agricultural food. The third was a theatre and followed the 
concept of a seminar space which allowed visitors to come in to meet and discuss issues 
with advocates of the agricultural movement. 
106    Miren Leon, “Slow Food Pavilion: Sustainable Food and Architecture for Milan Expo 2015”,   
           More with Less Magazine, July 14, 2015, accessed August 15, 2019, https://morewithlessde  
           sign.com/en/slow-food-pavilion-sustainable-food-and-architecture-for-milan-expo-2015/
Figure 26: Structure of the pavilions                                                      ARCHDAILY
Figure 27: Open structure creates three arcades 
around a courtyard                                CELINE.PEARN
Figure 28: Plan highlighting the openness of 
the structures allows all the pavilions to be 
connected through the courtyard
Simple portal frame structure
Theatre
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Open structure allows people to freely flow 
between the three structures and courtyard
ARCHDAILY
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Despite their different programs and function, both pavilions responded architecturally in 
almost identical approaches. Simplicity can be identified as the primary desired outcome of 
the structures by using typical and straightforward timber construction that did not compete 
or detract from the main intent of the architecture, which was the program. In both projects, 
the program was principally located in the courtyard, which was utilised to encourage 
interaction and collaboration, thus strengthening the learning that both projects strived to 
provide. 
Figure 29: Summary of the pavilions against four key features                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          CELINE.PEARN
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Chinese Market Gardens
Figure 30: Canton Camp from the time on the gold fields shows shanties were simple forms and constructed out of scrap materials                                                                                                                                 SONS OF THE SOIL
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The primary function of market gardens considers the agricultural production of fruit and 
vegetables and architectural typologies therefore are a secondary element to the landscape. 
Earlier Chinese market gardens on the goldfields however were an exception to this trend, as 
the Chinese used architectural movements to set up their camps. These were predominately 
simple structures, construction primitive to the times with “shanties made from rice sacks, 
flattened kerosene cans and scavenged materials”108. From 1920, the aesthetic of these 
structures developed from the use of corrugated iron, which continued to be integrated on 
structures in later gardens109.
Functions for these structures were independent of each other and included underground 
cool rooms, storage sheds, bunkhouses, refectories and cook houses110, that worked together 
in a village format. Although it was not a set organisation across all market gardens, the 
clusters of structures followed a quadrangle or centrifugal layout 111. 
Little detailed knowledge about the architectural formation or composition of market gardens 
beyond the goldfields has been recorded, and therefore, literature and photographic analysis 
of existing and known market gardens has been used to determine this. The perception of 
this analysis resulted in the conclusion that the architecture on the market gardens continued 
to be simple structures constructed out of low maintenance materials; the composition of 
these elements on the other hand varied and depended on the location of the family home. 
This was because some Chinese market gardeners kept their land and home separate, or 
had secondary land, whilst others had their home surrounding the garden. Today however, 
the remaining gardens left in Mangere are primarily both residential and commercial land. 
An organisational analysis of the personally connected gardens has been conducted to 
determine if the historical architectural movements were carried out in later gardens. 
 
108    Lee and Lam, Sons of the Soils, 23
109    Boileau, Chinese Market Gardening in Australia and New Zealand, 204
110    Boileau, Chinese Market Gardening in Australia and New Zealand, 204
111    Boileau, Chinese Market Gardening in Australia and New Zealand, 203
Figure 31: Aerial view of the Arrowtown Camp on the gold fields                                             SONS OF THE SOIL
Figure 32: Interpretation of literature against existing market gardens in Mangere              CELINE.PEARN
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The Project
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Chinese Market Gardeners
“Their Story” Auckland
Majority of the Chinese market gardening community in New Zealand were migrants of peasant 
backgrounds from the Pearl River Delta county in the region of Guangdong (Guangzhou). 
In the late nineteenth century, the region faced starvation due to overpopulation, forcing 
many men to voyage across the Pacific for the prospect of gold112. A small group arrived in 
Otago in 1865, the gold rush period marking the beginning of Chinese market gardening in 
New Zealand, when the Chinese miners used their rural horticultural skills as a means of 
survival113. Surplus produce was sold amongst the goldfields, the money used to support 
their families back home. However, when the gold rush came to an end, the Chinese men 
continued to cultivate the land, dispersing throughout every town and district, regardless of 
size and remoteness to major cities114.
112    Steven Young, “To be Happy for the Rest of Your Life”, Chinese in New Zealand, July 22,        
           2019, accessed April 2, 2019, http://www.stevenyoung.co.nz/index.php?option=com_con  
           tent&task=view&id=83&Itemid=31
113    Lee and Lam, Sons of the Soil, 14
114    Lee and Lam, Sons of the Soil, 14
Two years after their arrival in Otago, a small group of Chinese men made their way up 
to Auckland and established market gardens in the central city115. Unbeknown, Auckland 
itself was ideally suited for commercial growing as the city’s centrifugal location made it 
an ideal commercial hub for the Auckland City Markets and the surrounding gardens in the 
city centre suburb. The success of these earlier gardens was due to the soil composition 
with forty percent of Auckland’s soil made up of naturally fertile basaltic116. When Auckland’s 
population accelerated, Chinese market gardeners saw promise in the city’s increased 
demand and began settling, establishing a large acreage of Chinese within the region for 
sixty of their seventy plus year occupancy117. Once central city suburbs began encroaching on 
the market gardens in 1950, Chinese market gardeners were forced to move and re-establish 
themselves in outer lying suburbs.
115    Lee and Lam, Sons of the Soil, 314
116    Lee and Lam, Sons of the Soil, 313
117    Lee and Lam, Sons of the Soil, 341
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As a result, Mangere matured into a major vegetable growing district which dominated the 
landscape for seventy years from 1920.  Their presence was one felt across the country as 
the largest Chinese growing community, who developed the Pale Dwarf Tomato and the 
Pole Runner Bean118. Some growers even adopted glasshouse production, where they were 
exposed to hydroponic systems119. Collectively their contribution was commentated as a 
“pivotal backbone”120 to the vegetable growing industry and within the community itself by 
enriching diets and promoting public health121. 
118    Lee and Lam, Sons of the Soil, 383
119    Lee and Lam, Sons of the Soil, 403-404
120    Lee and Lam, Sons of the Soil, 18
121    Boileau, Chinese Market Gardening in Australia and New Zealand, 2
Mangere Today
Arising with a vital role in the produce industry, Mangere was the last traditional growing 
district to relinquish itself to urbanism122. However, as a system intricately linked to personal 
fruit shops and the auction system, the repercussions of urbanism demised any further 
success of market gardening in Mangere. From a collective total of over two-hundred and 
thirty to just fifteen in 2012123, the preponderance of gardens has all but disappeared from 
the Mangere landscape; yet the holding for significant heritage as the place of livelihood for 
many Chinese forbearers is no doubt still at large.
122    Lee and Lam, Sons of the Soil, 370
123    Nigel Murphy, “Success through Adversity: A History of the Dominion Federation of New Zea          
           land Chinese Commercial Growers (Auckland: Dominion Federation of New Zealand Chinese   
           Commercial Growers, 2012), 149-157
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Figure 34: Location of Chinese market gardening areas in New Zealand, 1956                    SONS OF THE SOIL Figure 35: Distribution of European vs Chinese market gardens in Auckland                          SONS OF THE SOIL
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Figure 36: Timeline of events in regard to market gardening in New Zealand. 
Includes a comparison between Maori, European and Chinese                                                      CELINE.PEARN
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Figure 37: Concept of Chinese market gardens and its process                                                   CELINE.PEARN
Market gardening stems from the agricultural industry through commercial horticulture, in 
which a variety of crops including fruit and vegetables, herbs, medicinal plants, flowers, and 
ornamental plants are grown and sold124. 
A Chinese market garden however, endorsed the hallmark occupation of Chinese migrants in 
New Zealand through this commercial occupation125. For these migrants, the gardens were 
an opportunity to support themselves and their families back home in a greater good as the 
gardens provided positive prospects.  
124    Boileau, Chinese Market Gardening in Australia and New Zealand, 2
125    Young, “To be Happy for the Rest of Your Life”
What is a Chinese Market Garden
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Market gardening in New Zealand was formerly laboured by Māori and European gardeners, 
however post colonisation only witnessed European and Chinese cultivation efforts as the 
Māori gardens subsided after the Māori Land Wars126. Therefore, a distinction can only be 
made between the European and Chinese market gardens, with the key difference focused 
around the level of kinship involved. 
European market gardens were primarily centred around the commercial trade of produce 
which later developed into corporate businesses127. Chinese market gardens on the other 
hand were family owned enterprises that involved the labour of the family128. This allowed 
the Chinese to become directly involved with their communities through social interactions, 
first observed when Chinese men took up hawking and established good relationships with 
the housewives whom they sold to129. 
126    Mathew Bradbury, A History of the New Zealand Garden (Auckland: Penguin Books, 1995), 5
127    Maggy Wassilieff, “Market Gardens and Production Nurseries”, Te Ara – The Encyclopedia of   
           New Zealand, November 24, 2008, accessed May 25, 2019, https://teara.govt.nz/en/mar  
           ket-gardens-and-production-nurseries/print
128    Wassilieff, “Market Gardens and Production Nurseries”
129    Adamson and Bader, “Gardening to Prosperity: The History and Archaeology of Chan Dah Chee  
           and the Chinese Market Garden at Carlaw Park”, 156 
What Makes Them Different?
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Life on the Garden Sales
Life as a Chinese market gardener was nothing short of deprivation and hardship. Those 
working faced similar struggles, as production was labour intensive130. Their gardens, however, 
were a place of unity between themselves and Māori, both of whom shared an attachment 
to the land131. For Māori, their gardens became a place of opportunity as the Chinese offered 
income, food and accommodation in return for work and consequently their lives became 
intertwined132. As a whole, the gardens became symbolic of a social environment where 
gardeners, Māori, and the extended community interacted133 onsite whether it be in the 
gardens or in the sheds celebrating over a pig134.  
130    Lee and Lam, Sons of the Soil, 14
131    Boileau, Chinese Market Gardening in Australia and New Zealand, 235
132    Boileau, Chinese Market Gardening in Australia and New Zealand, 249
133    Lee and Lam, Sons of the Soil, 373
134    Young, “To be Happy for the Rest of Your Life”
Commercial sales were made in a variety of ways. Formerly, produce was hawked door to 
door, mainly targeting housewives135, before the inception of the auction system of the 
Auckland City Markets, established by Edward Turner136. Others sold their produce in their 
own fruit shops or direct to restaurants137, however the auction system was by far the most 
favoured138. This preference is a result of the strong alliance and protection the auctioneers 
provided the growers, as well as the market atmosphere itself which served much needed 
respite from the gardens as a regular social platform between other gardeners139.
135    Lee and Lam, Sons of the Soil, 317
136    Lee and Lam, Sons of the Soil, 317
137    Perry Rowland, “Markets: Wholesale Markets”, Te Ara – The Encyclopedia of New Zealand,   
           March 11, 2010, accessed September 9, 2019, https://teara.govt.nz/en/markets/page-3 
138    Lee and Lam, Sons of the Soil, 362
139    Lee and Lam, Sons of the Soil, 363
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Mangere and its Demographic
Historically, Chinese market gardens supported the development of the local community, 
where they were otherwise limited, by providing employment opportunities and skill 
expansion, as well as granting food and accommodation for the deprived. As Chinese 
immigrants in New Zealand, whose backgrounds were of low socio-economic standards, the 
market gardens became pivotal in supporting their own rise out of deprivation. Therefore, 
Mangere’s demographic profile is an important element to the design intent in the sense 
that the project demands an advantageous outcome for the local community. In doing so, 
this will reference the historic attitude market gardens had on their local communities in 
general during their dominance. 
Mangere
As a community once dominated by the Chinese, Mangere is now one 
of Auckland’s most ethnically diverse, with less than seventeen percent140 of the 
population now Asian and over fifty percent Pacific Island141. Today’s new Mangere 
population is the youngest in Auckland142 and local boards have incited initiatives that 
focus on the long-term impact of the younger generation143. This focus stemmed from 
the 2013 Census, where quarter of the South Auckland population did stay in 
school past fourth form, leaving them without any form of formal qualification144. The knock-
on from this precipitated an eight percent higher unemployment rate to the rest of Auckland, 
which inflicted a higher rate of people receiving the benefit. Together, these socio-economic 
variables have led Mangere to become one of the most socially deprived communities in 
Auckland. From the 2013 New Zealand Deprivation Index, the wider area Mangere area 
was scaled nine and ten. 
These attributes shared similarities with the Chinese migrants of early Mangere, who had 
come from peasant backgrounds and is an important aspect in the relationship between 
Mangere’s past community - the Chinese market gardeners, and the present community 
of today. Subsequently, this was used to help establish and develop a program that would 
resonate with both the past and the present communities of Mangere as an approach to 
achieving ‘reconnection’.
140    Figure is based on a combined percentage of all Asian ethnicities located within the area 
141    “Demographic Report Card, Māngere-Ōtahuhu Local Board Area 2016”, Auckland Council,   
           accessed August 17, 2019, https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/environment/state-of-  
           auckland-research-report-cards/Pages/demographics-report-card-mangere-ota   
           huhu-local-board-area-2016.aspx
142    Auckland Council, The Southern Initiative: Creating a Prosperous, Resilient South Auckland            
          Where Children and Whānau Thrive, (Auckland: The Southern Initiative, 2017), 2,         
          https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5cf74c8f2829e20001db724f/t/5d820927275c    
          f11a42a99109/1568803242762/Year+In+Review+2017
143    Auckland Council, The Southern Initiative, 20
144    John Huakau, Locality Population Snapshot: South Auckland, (Auckland: Te Whānau o Waiparira, 
          Research Unit, 2014), 17,  https://www.waipareira.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/  
          TPM6.-Locality-Population-Snapshot-SOUTH-Auckland.pdf
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Site
Figure 43: Snapshot of Auckland’s Deprivation Index based on 2013 Census           CELINE.PEARN
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Figure 42: Demographic Profile of Mangere from the 
2013 Census
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Plans to Support
Figure 44: The Southern Initiative’s ‘focus areas’ designed in attempt to change societal challenges 
by creating resilience, shared prosperity, and thriving children and whānau                                        TSI
Understanding the demographic composition and their social position amongst 
Auckland, directed an investigation into the community’s current response to these issues and 
informed how the project aims to respond. These resources included The Southern Initiative, 
which looked at the entire South Auckland community, and The Mangere-Otahuhu Local 
Board Plan, which directly focuses on the issues and solutions for Mangere.   
Both reports back the need for opportunities and development within the community with 
prominent focus on facilities to meet the diverse needs of the population to create a place 
where people are active and involved145. Chairperson of the Māngere-Ōtahuhu Local Board 
summaries this by “[wanting] a thriving local economy that attracts business, with a particular 
focus on young people gaining skills”146.
*Data is derived from the 2016 local board statistics and the 2013 census reports as the 2018 
reports is only set to be released in the last quarter of this year (23rd September 2019) 
 
145    Auckland Council, Māngere-Ōtahuhu Local Board Plan 2017 (Auckland: Auckland Council,   
           2017), 7
146    Auckland Council, Māngere-Ōtahuhu Local Board Plan 2017, 5
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Program
Figure 45: Initial thought process used to establish a program, connecting literature, context, and community initiatives                                                                                                                                                              CELINE.PEARN
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Establishing a program was an essential component of the project’s aim. The project 
responded to this by developing a series of smaller component programs that was used 
to establish a connection between the historic function and characteristics of the Chinese 
market gardens, and the current attributes of today’s Mangere community.   
This was initially explored on the preceding mind map, which analysed a connection between 
key aspects of Chinese market gardens, literature, precedents, and existing initiatives. This 
generated activities, in addition to gardening, such as cooking and teaching, however, was 
missing an architectural connection. 
The architectural connection was found using heuristics, the demographic of Mangere, and 
the preceding literature on Chinese market gardeners, to clarify the conditions and features 
of the program which was derived from the Chinese market garden narrative. The site’s 
location also helped to refine the program through efforts to connect these programs to 
local community initiatives including The Southern Initiative and The Mangere-Otahuhu 
Local Board Plan. This was executed as research conducted around the demographic 
demonstrated similarities between deprivation indexes between the people of Mangere’s 
past, the Chinese, and the people of Mangere today - the local community. 
Below is a snapshot of the Chinese market gardeners’ stories, using significant events that 
have been identified with key words: 
Opportunities, Feed and Provide, Connect, and Educate
Once these keywords had been established, a connection between these words and the 
market gardening process, needed to be determined. By mapping out the cultivating process, 
stages could be elected and matched to the above keywords to resolve programs offered 
within the project.
Figure 46: Snapshot of the Chinese market gardener’s narrative in New Zealand                    CELINE.PEARN
Figure 47: Mind mapping used to connect the keywords and the market gardening process to 
identify a program                                                                                                                            CELINE.PEARN
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Program
Education Facility
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opportunity 
Reason:
Waicare and the Mangere 
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From this, five main programs were conceived and included: An education facility, a science 
kitchen, a market space, orchards, and creek restoration. Each one of these programs was 
conjured to not only relate back to the narrative of the Chinese market gardeners, but 
support and benefit the local demographic of the community in an advantageous manner.
Figure 48: Finalised programs and their connection to community initiatives and issues                                                                                                                                                                                                                               CELINE.PEARN
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Users
The programs identified above have been designed with flexibility in mind and can be used 
to engage different ages of the population at different and multiple times throughout the 
day. Below is an example of these examples in relation to who and when they will use the 
programs. 
The programs identified above have been designed with flexibility in mind and can be used 
to engage different ages of the population at different and multiple times throughout the 
day. Below is an example of these examples in relation to who and when they will use the 
programs. 
The programs outlined above have strong associations with education through both interaction 
and awareness. Learning that the Mangere population is relatively younger than the rest of 
Auckland147, the project’s focus was to use the gardens to provide a better outcome for them 
in the long run. Given the site’s adjacency to a neighbouring decile ten secondary school, the 
students of this school will maximise the site’s use during the school week. However, schools 
in the surrounding area will also be able to take advantage of the learning opportunities 
onsite as part of the ’Education Outside the Classroom’ curriculum.  
The education provided onsite however, will not be limited to just the younger generation. 
People beyond their schooling years will be able to enjoy the facilities to either further 
develop their knowledge or provide them with new skills in the field of cooking and 
gardening. Outside school hours, afternoon and evening classes will be provided for the rest 
of the community to take advantage of. 
147    Auckland Council, The Southern Initiative, 4
The science kitchen space can be used for a few hours in the morning by school children 
taking part in cooking classes. The food produced can be used in the lunch time sales of the 
cafe which is to be open to the neighbouring school as a healthy alternative to the school 
canteen. In the late afternoon, the people involved with cooking classes can make use of the 
kitchen learning how to make food as well as preparing for the dinner time soup kitchen, to 
be used by the community of all diversities and ages heavily in the evenings 
The markets will be used by the entire community as a space where people can buy their 
produce for the week. This will be open to the public on Saturday mornings and will target 
parents and supporters of schoolboy rugby teams held next door during the winter months 
to boost sales.  
The orchard is to be used as convenient food source. Located on the roadside the orchard 
hopes to provide healthy food alternatives to the community. 
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Mangere Study
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Site
Mangere
Figure 50: Identifying Mangere in relation to Auckland                                                                                                                                 CELINE.PEARN
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Mangere is a large stretch of low-lying land beginning at the southern edge of the Manukau 
Harbour and stretches as far south as Auckland Airport. As a suburb, it is one of Auckland’s 
largest, comprising distinct areas: Mangere Bridge, Favona, and Mangere East. The Mangere 
suburbs are reachable via the Mangere Bridge (State Highway 20), which spans across the 
Manukau Harbour connecting the southern area with the Central suburbs of Hillsborough 
and Onehunga. 
Figure 51: Mangere Mountain from Kiwi Esplanade, Mangere Bridge                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     DOKTAR.DOLAM
Prominently defining the area is Mangere Mountain which provides much needed shelter 
from prevailing westerly winds to the land below. It is also the source of Mangere’s fertile soil 
which has supported the Mangere community since the arrival of Māori ancestors148. 
148    “Gardens”, Mangere Mountain: Education Centre, accessed September 17, 2019, http://www.
mangeremountain.co.nz/visit/gardens
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Mangere Past
Figure 52: A young Maori girl standing alongside the vegetable garden at her Pā           NATIONAL LIBRARY
For the first inhabitants of the land, Mangere was a desirable place to settle as the combination 
of fertile soil, proximity to the sea and freshwater supplies, catered to the cultivation of food. 
The land also posed as a strategic location for defence efforts as it overlooked the Manukau 
Harbour and afforded the establishment of a Māori pā149. 
These fertile soils created a prime gardening district, which Māori took advantage of for 
several centuries before colonisation to cultivate crops of taro, kumura, and bottle gourd150. 
In the late nineteenth century, Chinese growers oversaw the community’s vegetable 
production on the land and maintained the cultivation for many years, inducting themselves 
as a major food growing and agricultural district. Until urbanisation a century later, this 
district was characterised by its “intensive pattern of agricultural land”151. 
149    “Arrival and Settlement / Te Taenga Mai”, Mangere Mountain: Education Centre, accessed Sep  
           tember 17, 2019, http://www.mangeremountain.co.nz/Māori-history/arrival-and-settlement
150    Boileau, Chinese Market Gardening in Australia and New Zealand, 64
151    Lee and Lam, Sons of the Soil, 369
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Figure 53: Wider Mangere in 1960 illustrating Don Hunt’s description as a “district characterised by the most intensive pattern of agricultural land”                                                                                                          AUCKLAND GIS
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Development of Mangere
In 1970, after the market gardens reached their peak, the government began developing 
the Mangere area as an extension to central Auckland152. This significantly began to change 
the rural composition of Mangere, destroying tangible and intangible evidence of the fertile 
qualities and market gardening existence that shaped the Mangere community. Many 
gardens faced the outcome of being subdivided and re-zoned for housing, generating large 
residential areas that were accompanied by schools and town centres. Gardens around 
Favona and Tidal Roads, were re-zoned for commercial industries paving way for productions 
such as Temperzone and Progressive. One of the most significant developments, however, 
was the southern extension of State Highway 20 to Puhinui Road. This section of construction 
obliterated multiple gardens that were comprised of large acreages surrounding the Tidal 
Road area and is completely inconspicuous when driving along the highway. 
152    Lee and Lam, Sons of the Soil, 369
Figure 54: Graph showing the change in numbers of Chinese market 
gardeners                                                                                  SONS OF THE SOIL
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Figure 55: Map of Mangere in 1960 (top) and 1996 (bottom) showing vast development in 36 years                                           AUCKLAND GIS
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Mangere Today
It is un-evident today that the urban landscape of Mangere was once defined by an 
agricultural pattern, as it has now all but been erased and replaced with a ‘sea of houses’. 
Today Mangere is principally a residential suburb, complimented with several primary and 
secondary schools. The ‘hub’ of these Mangere suburbs can be found as the formation of 
town centres, Mangere Bridge Village and Mangere Town Centre. Together these two centres 
provide the community with amenities such as cafes, shops, and community services. These 
community facilities, however, are scarce amongst the area and are predominately intended 
for social service purposes as opposed to social interaction. 
Across the district there are also numerous parks and open green spaces. However, these 
spaces are primarily used for recreational activities - some of which are socially exclusive 
due its status as a sports club, and therefore does not pose to unite the community outside 
of sport events. Consequently, community gardens are non-existent in the area and this 
providing an opportunity for the project. 
Figure 56: The Cher Yum Gardens in 1990s (top), had been in existence for 60 years from the 1930s. 
Foon Lee standing on his deck overlooking the site of the Cher Yum Gardens in the 2000s (bottom)   
              SONS OF THE SOIL
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Figure 57: Analysis on the amenities provided across wider Mangere                                                                                                                                       AUCKLAND GIS annotated by CELINE.PEARN
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Mangere East
Mangere East is one of the four sub-suburbs within the Mangere district, submerged within 
a dense residential environment. Located east of State Highway 20, it is enclosed north and 
south by Favona and Papatoetoe, as well as bordering with the commercial industries of 
Otahuhu and Middlemore Hospital. 
Access to and circulation through Mangere East is permitted by Massey Road, which serves 
as the key road connecting Mangere East with its encircling suburbs. The road runs centrally 
through the area, providing alternative routes and defining a ‘hub’ which is centrally located 
near Walter Massey Park. It is established with shops, community centres and services, and 
a library. Adjoining these facilities is a large recreational space that upholds Football and 
League clubs during the winter season. Alternative access to the area is provided by the 
southern train line, which connects Papakura to Britomart, allowing people from outside of 
this community to also utilise the project as the distance is less than ten a minute walk.
Other significant sites within Mangere East include the Mangere Refugee Centre, Middlemore 
Hospital, and a number of decile one and two Primary schools including Mangere East 
Primary, Kingsford, and Papatoetoe North. These primary schools are located within a 1.5km 
radius of the site and will be prime candidates for the project. 
Site
Mangere
Mangere 
East
Figure 58: Mangere in relation to Auckland     CELINE.PEARN
Figure 59: Location of Mangere East within the Mangere Area     CELINE.PEARN
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      Schools
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7 Mangere East Primary 
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Figure 60: Analysis of the local amenities within the immediate Mangere East area                      AUCKLAND GIS annotated by CELINE.PEARN
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The Site
Site Selection
30 - 30a Earlsworth Road,
Mangere East
1 Pukaki Road 
2 Tidal Road
3 Earlsworth Road
Great-Grandfather’s Garden: 
Pukaki Road
Grandfather’s Garden: 
Earlsworth Road
Project Connection 
MANGERE
MANUKAU 
CITY
CBD
1 2
3
1950 1952 1958 1972 1973 1977 1998 2006
Great-grandfather 
came to New Zealand 
Bought Pukaki 
Road and started 
gardening
1955
Grandfather came 
to New Zealand
Great-grandfather and 
grandfather started 
market gardening 
partnership
Purchased 
Tidal Road
Purchased 
Earlsworth Road
Tidal Road sold 
and later 
developed Grandfather retired
Moved to part-time 
growing
A special connection is present throughout the research project because of a direct family 
connection with the Chinese market gardeners in Mangere. My great-grandfather and 
grandfather both owned their own market gardens, purchasing three separate ones between 
them. This intimate connection is justification for why the one of the family gardens has been 
used as the project’s site as opposed to other gardens that currently survive.  
The three market gardens involved in my 
family’s own market gardening story include: 
1.   Pukaki Road
2.   Tidal Road
3.    Earlsworth Road
Apart from Tidal Road, which was rezoned for commercial purposes in the 1970s, the market 
gardens at Pukaki Road and Earlsworth Road are still tied to the family in some way. An 
evaluation between these two sites has been made to validate the reason for choosing my 
grandfather’s market garden in Mangere East as opposed to my great-grandfather’s garden 
near the Pukaki Crater.  
Shortly after my great-grandfather arrived in New Zealand, he bought 13ha of land in land 
where he established a home for my grandfather, who came to New Zealand a few years later, 
and his sister. After starting a family of his own, my grandfather purchased his own land on 
Tidal Road, before buying a second property in Mangere East which became the family where 
home and farmed 0.8ha. 
Both Pukaki Road and Mangere East properties are still tied to the family, Tidal Road 
unfortunately facing a demise from the establishment of Temperzone. However, the 
selection of my grandfather’s property in Mangere East was preferred due to its size and 
direct accessibility to the community. As the Mangere East site was integrated within the 
community and was connected to a secondary school, the prospects for this site were much 
greater and favourable than the isolated site of Pukaki Road, which was accessed via a long 
drive off the main road. Also, due to a Māori holding over the Pukaki Road site, realistically it 
is unable to be developed for the community. 
1
2
3
Figure 62: Panorama looking back over the site at Earlsworth Road                                             CELINE.PEARN
Figure 64: Location of the family’s three gardens 
in Mangere                                                 CELINE.PEARN
Figure 63: Timeline of my family’s own market gardening story in Mangere                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         CELINE.PEARN
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Figure 65: Analysis of Pukaki Road Site             CELINE.PEARN
Pukaki Road distances 
site from community
Pukaki Creek
Mangere community
View over Pukak
i Crater
Massey RoadPukaki Road
Ruins - Left neglected
No tangible evidence 
Length of site is exposed 
along the road
Surrounded by other 
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Creek
Void of vegetation
10 hectares
Large site 
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Figure 66: Analysis of Earlsworth Road Site              CELINE.PEARN
Earlsworth Road
Encircled by:
Massey Road
Gray Avenue
Station Road
Buckland Roads
Embedded within community.  
Helps to “reconnect”
0.8 hectares
Small site
Otaki Creek
Fruit trees
Tangible evidence
Glasshouses
Surrounded directly by the 
community and a secondary school
Exposed to the community on 
multiple boundaries provides 
alternative entrance points
Middlemore train station
Provides access for the wider south Auckland
Located near a number of 
schools
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Site History
1940 1960 1972 1981 2001
The history of the site itself is a valuable analysis for the design, as it highlights elements and 
features that have significant meaning to the identification of this section in the Mangere 
landscape. The information gathered to inform the history has been retrieved from the 
purchasing of a Historic Title and analysing historic aerial images from Retrolens.  
Since the first aerial image photographed in 1940, a significant reoccurring feature of the 
site has been the glasshouses. Although the sizes and configuration of these structures have 
changed and adapted to the requirements of the various owners, their prominence onsite 
is what has remained throughout the last eighty years. This suggests that the site’s primary 
use has historically always been focused around horticultural productions. The records of 
previous landowners stated on the Historic Title support this claim as the site has been run 
by two separate European nurseries prior to my grandfather’s purchase in 1972153. 
Despite developments surrounding the land beginning during the 1950s, the only addition 
made onsite was the family home between 1958-1967. After my grandfather’s purchase 
however, the site acquired the addition of multiple outbuildings including tractor and packing 
sheds which has developed the site into its current state.  
153    Refer to appendix for Historic Title
Figure 67: Series of aerial imagery showing the site’s development over a 60 year period                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     RETROLENS
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Current Features
Current features are representative of the site’s present dual usage of residential and 
horticulture with the residential component comprising two dwellings.  One of the dwellings 
is located near the roadside, surrounded by fruit trees whereas the other is located further 
back, overlooking three glasshouses and central paddock. Adjoining this dwelling is a packing 
and tool shed, with a tractor shed located in the north east corner with a smaller greenhouse 
used to grow grapes for personal consumption. Throughout the site there are several fruit 
trees including feijoa, red strawberry guavas, lemons, grapefruit, plums, and macadamia. 
The northern boundary is defined by a 4m high riparian bank that holds the Otaki Creek and 
passes under Earlsworth Road via a bridge, suggesting an alternative entrance to exploit for 
the site but if nothing else just an engaging feature. 
Figure 68: Diagram of site highlighting fruit trees, glasshouses, and tractor and packing sheds as 
current features of the site                          CELINE.PEARN Figure 69: Images illustrating the site as it is today                    CELINE.PEARN
Old roller attachment The front house
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Strawberry guava
View down the western boundary
Under the packing shed
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Site Analysis 
A context analysis was conducted of the immediate area surrounding the site. This examined 
circulation paths that could influence potential access points, the neighbouring school, and 
the topography through two sections of the site.  
Figure 70: Site Analysis             CELINE.PEARN
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The results of analysis were beneficial in testing how people can be exposed to the site 
within different areas of the community. This was an important element to understanding 
how people will use the site and therefore influence the location of programs. Figure 71: Section cuts exploring current features and topographical condition                   CELINE.PEARN
Figure 72: Circulation analysis from De La Salle             CELINE.PEARN
Alternative route
Subjects of interest
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Entrance defined by trees
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Design Intent
Preservation and connectivity are two key words that provided an essential element towards 
re-establishing a relationship between the people of Mangere with their local landscape. 
From the outset, these two key words held value for the design, which concentrated on 
instituting a visual and physical relationship between the user, architecture, and landscape.
These included concepts of flexibility (physical relationship), and permeability/transparency 
(visual relationship) of the internal spaces through the integration of transitional and 
multifunctional spaces, and material choice. 
How can the preservation of a Chinese 
market garden revitalise and reconnect 
the community with the land of Mangere?
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Stage One
Analysis of the literature on Chinese market gardens determined a program that was directly 
derived from their story in New Zealand. This was resolved to: 
•	 An Educational Facility
•	 Science Kitchen
•	 Market
•	 Orchard
•	 Market Gardens 
•	 Creek Rehabilitation 
To establish how these programs would work architecturally, understanding the functional 
conditions of each program and the spaces involved was necessary. These were determined 
through a diagrammatic process that included a series of flowcharts that explored the 
relationship between the programs. Understanding the relationship between these spaces 
was important to the success of reconnecting the community with Mangere’s history.  
The first exploration was pivotal to consider the connection between each function. From 
the diagrammatic study of spaces and the relationships, additional amenities and spaces 
could be determined which was relevant to both the design and operation of the project. 
A supplementary diagram was then generated to ascertain the potential placement of these 
spaces in a loose site boundary outline.
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Figure 73: Mind mapping into the relationship between the individual programs and how they 
connect to produce other amenities                                                                                      CELINE.PEARN 
Figure 74: Loose mapping of the results from figure 73 to determine potential placements 
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Spaces and Connections
Locating the Program
After determining the functional requirements, the results enabled a series of spatial 
diagrams to help investigate and explain initial design ideas. This was executed through loose 
sketches, focusing on conveying a relationship between the programs and the context which 
was used to ‘reconnect’ the community with the site.  
The first sketch primarily focused on the site’s connection with the school, as one of the ways 
the project aims to reconnect the community to the local landscape is through an educational 
involvement with the gardens. This was achieved by ensuring a visual and physical connection 
was provided between the school and the site through the market gardens, educational 
facility, and science café. However, this resulted in the market space physically and visually 
disconnected from the community as it was sheltered in the middle of the site. 
The second sketch therefore attempted to solve this disconnection by using Kevin Lynch’s 
Elements of the City Image. In this development, the markets were positioned to create a 
‘node’ on the site, connecting the two entry points from Earlsworth Road and De La Salle. The 
programs were also rearranged to create an ‘edge’ parallel with the site’s boundary, which 
helped define a ‘path’ to the creek. The outcome allowed a physical and visual connection 
to be established through the site and defined an axis that illustrated potential circulation 
through the site and spaces.  
Figure 75: Initial sketch used to explore the program placements on-site and the connections to the 
context                                                                                                                                                             CELINE.PEARN
Figure 76: Application of Kevin Lynch’s Elements of the City Image                                                   CELINE.PEARN 
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These iterations were important to the initial design ideas as they were able to decipher 
potential circulation movements, and connectivity around the site.  
This analysis also highlighted key connections: 
•	 Roadside Orchard – Exposure to healthy food options
•	 Direct access for school children – Physical connection 
•	 Market ‘node’ – Adjacency to the school fields promotes use during Saturday 
morning rugby
•	 Creek – Additional educational purpose through science experiments  
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A series of concepts were then made based on these findings, exploring different spatial 
layouts. Some were selected to be analysed through massing which was used to explore their 
three-dimensional relationship with the school as a built form. This identified whether or not 
the plan allowed the school to be connected visually and physically and have been ranked in 
terms of their success of achieving this.
Berries - tasting pavilion
Education space 
overlooks garden
Lowered and secluded 
space
Multi-functional building
Raised planter boxes
Secluded snacking spot
Central path 
Glasshouse dining too far away so 
need a new cafe space
Fire pit
Pig roasting
Connection
Connection to school
Cafe has direct axis from 
road and sports fields
Converging space where 
circulation paths meet
Located near the main 
entrance for easy access
Concept One Concept Two
Concept Three Concept Four
Concept: “Skill-sharing”
Three historic garden types of Mangere 
surrounding the education space
Amphitheater 
Kitchen garden for outdoor 
cooking space
Centrally defined open space
Figure 77: Series of initial concepts exploring spatial arrangements and circulation              CELINE.PEARN
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Amphitheater
Amphitheater
Long Grass
Terraced Garden
Central market space
Blocked EntranceBlocked Entrance
Historic Garden
At the end of this process, the design felt limited as it lacked influence and driving force 
that could convey a connection to the history of the Chinese market gardens. The initial 
concept sketches between the program and the site were based on the narrative timeline 
of the Chinese market gardeners and perhaps was taken too literally and did not explore 
other architectural options. In addition, these iterations did not consider existing on-site 
structures and elements, as this approached had cleared all existing tangible evidence. 
This posed a challenge for the development of the design as building placements and form 
had no significant architectural purpose and were unable to respond effectively to the site. 
On reflection of the actions undertaken, the neglection of the immediate contextual elements 
created an architectural response in which the project was trying to avoid – removing 
evidence that the market gardens existed. Therefore, a re-evaluation in the design approach 
was required.  
WeakStrong
Figure 78: Initial concepts further explored through the massing of form             CELINE.PEARN
Concept Four Concept One Concept Five
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Memory and Architecture
Exploration of Perception
Architecture is to be used to evoke and create memories for the visitor as well as representing 
the Chinese market gardener’s story. Deciphering how this is to be achieved demanded a 
reassessment of the three important keywords to the research question. 
Conservation was associated with memory and could be divided into old and new memories. 
From literature research, the senses and perception were a vital aspect towards remembering 
and creating memories. 
Based on personal memories, stories told, and stories read about the time on the market 
gardens, a table was made to analyse memories with the senses.  
Conservation
Preservation
Reconnect
Memory
Landscape
Community
Old
New Percep�on
Touch - Materials
Smell - Plants / Garden
Senses
Gardens
Markets
Creek
Gardens
Food
Learning
New Zealand market gardeners: Maori, 
European and Chinese 
(Each bought their own skills and vegetables)
Edible timeline
Eating straight off the plant 
Tasting pavilion
Family gatherings on the market garden 
Fire pit - pig oven
Family gatherings on the market garden
Packing shed - Social space
1960s Chinese cooking and restaurants 
became popular
Amphitheatre - Teaching Kitchen
Working in scorching temperatures 
Glass roofs
Glasshouses 
Dining space - Refectory
Memory and Architectural Element SenseConservation
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Memory and Architectural Element Sense
Figure 79: Exploration of the research question in terms of the senses and memory           CELINE.PEARN Figure 80: Connection between generalised memories, architectural elements and the senses 
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Some of these memories were then able to be architecturalised and incorporated as 
elements into the design. 
This was also supplemented with architectural perception, which has been analysed for 
its ability to allow visitors to interpret these architectural elements in their own way. The 
exploration included:
Figure 81: Exploration of architectural perception              CELINE.PEARN
Mass and Void Perceived Space Volumes
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Materials Circulation Light
Figure 82: Exploration of architectural perception              CELINE.PEARN
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On-site exploration testing the architectural elements
Using one of the previous concept sketches, the identified elements were tested onsite.
Figure 83: Testing identified architectural elements on the site              CELINE.PEARN
Although the exploration of these architectural elements proved to be interesting and 
intended to illustrate a story, on reflection of the analysis conducted, the architectural 
drive still appeared to be void. It was also concluded that there were limited meaningful 
architectural perceptions that related to both the senses and identified memories and 
therefore did not provide the project enough inspiration to develop this concept further.   
Mass and Void 
 Perception of spaces 
 Directs people through the site 
 Metaphor of past and present 
Circulation
Boundary 
Permeability - Openness
Perceived space
Mass
Mass Mass
Void
Permeable 
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Stage Two
Context
To facilitate the development of the design in an alternative direction, a series of diagrams 
were made which referenced the analysed literature and precedents research. The following 
four diagrams demonstrate the new direction the project undertook which was constructed 
around the organisation of the landscape.    
Tangible evidence is an important element to the preservation of the market gardens and is 
to be used in the design to evoke and influence new memories of the gardens in Mangere. 
Therefore, deciphering which elements to keep were important to the progress of the design. 
Initial sketches concerning the orchard considered the formation of this space to be 
assembled by relocating all the fruit trees onsite to the roadside. However, by keeping them 
in their existing place, the trees naturally defined an additional space onsite that could 
influence a ‘tasting pavilion’. 
As the project’s design concerns portraying the story of the Chinese market gardens, 
representing the story of the site itself is also equally important. Therefore, retaining one of 
the glasshouses that has historically identified the site was executed. 
Figure 84: Identifying what on-site features to keep                                                                                CELINE.PEARN
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Glasshouse Analysis
Deciding to retain one of the glasshouses became a crucial turning point in the design and 
provided an architectural influence that could be connected to the site’s history, Mangere, 
and Chinese market gardeners. 
In the 1950s, [Chinese] commercial growing in Mangere was transformed through glasshouse 
production, allowing the cultivation of tomatoes and cucumbers under glass154. 
Retaining one of the glasshouses also coincided with the memory element the project 
intended to provide by manipulating the form and position, which refers to the concept of 
collective memory.
 Therefore, an architectural survey was conducted to analyse and examine the structure 
and characteristics of the three glasshouses onsite. This involved analogue surveying and 
observational drawings. 
Each of the glasshouses were constructed in different periods and therefore generated 
separate structural systems.
154    Lee and Lam, Sons of the Soil, 358 Figure 85: Structures found in the three glasshouses on-site                                                          CELINE.PEARN
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Particular attention, however, was given to the detailing and spacing of the glasshouse which 
the project intended to keep. 
To further assist the understanding of the structural system in the glasshouse a three-
dimensional digital model was constructed. Through this form of modelling, it also helped 
identify the overall height of the structure as this was difficult to measure onsite. 
Observations as a result of the survey found that the timber structure was non-compliant. 
Therefore, a judgment was made that if the structure were to be retained, the glasshouse 
would be rebuilt to compliance. Figure 86: On-site sketches made to assist with the analysis                                                          CELINE.PEARN
Figure 87: Three dimensional axonometric of the studied glasshouse                                        CELINE.PEARN
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Context Zoning
A synthesis of the program and the landscape was executed by utilising the information 
gathered from the cultural landscape precedents. This process began by using the three key 
terms that had previously been used to identify the program, to divide the site into three 
zones via the contours onsite: 
Feed and Provide – Gardens 
Connection – Social 
Education – Teach
After separating the site into three zones, each zone was overlaid to correspond with the 
confirmed programs.   
Figure 88: Using the contours to ‘zone’ the site                                   CELINE.PEARN Figure 89: Associating the three zones with the identified programs                    CELINE.PEARN
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Form
Another layer to this process was to overlay the individual garden types that would correspond 
to the identified programs.
Consequently, the layering process suggested different ways of moving through and around 
the site. Access paths into the site were influenced by the shape of the contour.
Once it was clear that one of the glasshouses was going to be retained, an exploration into 
the design and configuration of the building was carried out. Drawn from the literature 
findings on memory and the senses, taste is enhanced when it attached to another sense155. 
As a result, this influenced the placement of the refectory in the middle of the greenhouse 
to surround the diner with the origin of their food.  The dual function of garden and dining 
guided the incorporation of the kitchen, toilets and foyer space. This exploration was used to 
help shape the development of the site, by focusing on the structure’s interaction with the 
ground floor.
155    Pallasmaa, Eyes of the Skin, 14
Figure 90: Overlaying garden types and connecting them to programs                     CELINE.PEARN
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On reflection of the internal perspectives, the design suggests a romanticism viewpoint and 
was noted for revaluation once the design was tested onsite. 
The external form of the building was to be employed as one of the mnemonic devices for 
the project. This was executed through retaining the building form but was also aided by the 
potential utilisation of red bricks from the existing house on the walls of the new intervention. Figure 92: Exploration of form                                                                                                                     CELINE.PEARN
Figure 93: Internal perspectives of the glasshouse refectory                                                         CELINE.PEARN
Figure 91: Concept ground plan for the glasshouse refectory                                                       CELINE.PEARN
Dining Space
Diners eat amongst the source of their food
Front of House
Cafe space - exposed to the sun to recreate the memory of constantly being under in the sun
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Developing the Plan
After the exploration into the ground plan of the greenhouse, the building’s form was then 
placed onsite and analysed against the initial spatial concept identified in Locating the Plan. 
The sizes of the other buildings that made up the quadrangle formation, were determined by 
the structural grid and dimensions of the retained glasshouse. 
Analysing this design, the intervention of the glasshouse’s foyer not only directed people into 
the building from the central courtyard but also from the school. 
Figure 94: Developed site plan with the new glasshouse form                                                       CELINE.PEARN
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An iteration to this design explored the building configurations onsite as an approach to 
coerce movement in and out of the development via the site’s school entrance. This also 
attempted to adapt individual courtyards as secondary or transitional spaces to the buildings. 
On reflection, this generated a series of dead spaces which was deduced to not benefit the 
interaction or circulation of the design. 
Analysing these iterations, the linear and parallel formation of both the building compositions 
was considered ineffective, void of significance to the overall design and therefore, required 
a revaluation.  
From additional research, it was discovered that the camps the Chinese market gardeners 
established on the goldfields resembled a ‘quadrangle’ format, which observes the gardens 
as a central element to the surrounding outbuildings and camp156.
This was adapted into the design by rotating the market space ninety degrees to distinctly 
define a quadrangle. 
156    Lee and Lam, Sons of the Soil, 23
However, this approach created an awkward space where the corner of the glasshouse and 
market space met. Although the corners did not touch, this space is the primary access route 
in and out of the site from Earlsworth Road and therefore the building’s corners needed to 
be reconfigured so that it defined a clear entrance into the site. 
Figure 95: Second iteration exploring how to define the entrance from De La Salle                CELINE.PEARN Figure 96: Rotation of the market building to create a quadrangle                    CELINE.PEARN
Dead spaces
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This issue was resolved by elbowing the ends of the buildings, so they bowed and aligned 
with each other on an angle, which constructed a ‘U’ form. This further enhanced the 
definition of the courtyard, which allows each building to open into the space and serve as 
an extension to the internal spaces of the buildings.  As an extension of the internal space, 
the courtyard could then be utilised as a social space that would support raised garden beds 
and the inclusion of an outdoor market. 
Figure 97: Resolving how to ‘elbow’ the two buildings together with the obstruction of an existing 
grapefruit tree                                                      CELINE.PEARN
Figure 98: Finalised site plan                                           CELINE.PEARN
Existing grapefruit tree
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Figure 99: North and East elevations of design at the end of stage two                                  CELINE.PEARN
North Elevation
Looking into the site from the De La Salle
East Elevation
Looking into the site from the Productive Garden
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Figure 100: Detailed ground floor plan of the three buildings and the defined quadrangle                                  CELINE.PEARN
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Orchard
The orchard has been located near the roadside much as many such outlets that were set 
up throughout Mangere by various market gardeners and their children during the mid-
twentieth century. These stalls provided convenience for the prior Mangere community by 
being able to provide the goods they needed without them having to travel to other suburbs. 
This same decision has been applied to the orchard by allowing the community and passing 
school children access to healthy snacking options. 
Having this located near the roadside also creates a sense of adventure for visitors when they 
first arrive through the entrance and also retains some natural landscape that adds to the 
aesthetic of the street by breaking up the dense pattern of housing. 
Glasshouse 
The glasshouse has been retained for its significance to both the setting of the site and as a 
symbol of the Mangere landscape of old. Locations near the main entrance allows visitors, 
should they choose to walk through this section of the building, to observe the processing 
of food from growing, preparing and cooking. Entering the site at this point ensures people 
understand how and where their food comes from. By continuing to walk through the 
building, the cooking part of this process can be realized as the visitor finds themselves in 
the foyer of the science kitchen. Here the visitor can buy food made from the produce grown 
on-site or learn and or watch how this is done through the observation point into the kitchen. 
The glasshouse also exposes one to an alternative method of horticultural practices which 
uses a soil-less growing system (hydroponics – water, and pumice bags).
Science Kitchen
This space connects the ‘U’ shaped building with the opposite education space by providing 
information into what to do with the food after it has been grown. The science kitchen 
teaches people how to cook healthy food options and how to cook food from scratch. In this 
area, food is also produced for the café and soup kitchen, where people learn to make food 
which is used to feed others and the less fortunate ones of their community.
The science kitchen then leads out to an outdoor cooking area that is open to the community 
to use whenever they please. The feature of this space is the pig oven which was commonly 
used on the market gardens for social and family gatherings. 
Education Space
The education space has been designed as a sheltered space out of the sun to collaborate on 
gardening and horticultural practices as well as providing a place for potting plants, sewing 
seeds to take home or as a workshop area. This space then opens directly out into a teaching 
garden of raised garden beds that allows people to learn traditional horticultural skills. Its 
location near the boundary line between the school and the site allows school children to 
learn though observation the gardening processes on display. 
Market 
The development offers the function of two market spaces, an indoor market and an outdoor 
market. The indoor market represents a smaller version the Auckland City Markets through 
an atmosphere where various traders can market their produce in a large room. The indoor 
market will be open to the public every day to allow the community to come in and buy local 
produce. 
The outdoor markets occur in the forecourt in front of the indoor market and represents 
the sale of locally grown produce in a farmer’s market setting of today. This will be primarily 
operated during the weekends and will be set up by anyone in the community who wishes to 
sell their own home grown produce or baked good with the rest of their community.
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Circulation
Movement through the site was engaged to implement a journey through the site and 
structurally define the garden by overlaying an architectural element to this space. 
This was explored through a series of iterations until a resolved route was disclosed. 
The design previously mentioned a central axis connecting the central ‘node’ of the site to 
the creek. However, on critical reflection of the design developments, this axis should not 
be taken literally, as the teaching garden and tasting pavilion that sit adjacent to this, are 
left segregated and also creates a direct route to the creek without allowing the visitor to 
experience the other activities onsite. 
Both access routes from the Earlsworth Road and De La Salle have been previously formed by 
the following the contours which happened to create a line from the edge of the boundary 
into the central ‘node’. Therefore, an approach to exploring the site followed this same 
concept and used the contours to shape a path that connects the identified spots of interest 
to create a journey for the visitor.
Critical reflection of this iteration observed the contrast between the rigidity of the 
architecture against the organic path defining the gardens as a flaw to the design. As such, 
it was decided that a more rigid movement through the site was necessary for a coherent 
design.  
Figure 101: Identifying key features to create a journey through the site. In this iteration, the paths 
were ‘organic’ and was defined by the contours                                                                                 CELINE.PEARN
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The next iteration attempted to resolve this by adding some rigidity to the path. By continuing 
to follow the contours, the execution of this created a spiral pattern which still possessed a 
sense of organicism, which proved to be unsuccessful still. 
The third iteration completely moved away from following the contours by acting against 
them. This presented more consistently with the form and lines of the existing layout in 
which some of the paths ran parallel with some of the ground lines of the building form. 
The result of using a series of paths to create a journey through the site divided the garden 
into three typologies: 
Productive Garden – used to support the creation of food onsite and continue to maintain 
a stable supply of locally grown produce;
Teaching Garden – used to teach the community traditional horticultural practices that 
directly connects them to the history and culture of the land; 
Allotment – used to actively engage the community by encouraging their own horticultural 
practices which endorses community bonds and ties.
Figure 102: The second iteration uses a geometrical approach to following the contours  
 CELINE.PEARN
Figure 103: Resolved circulation paths using angles already generated by the building form    
                          CELINE.PEARN
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Exploration of Scale 
Stage Three 
Glass Massing
One exploration included massing the entire site with glass to create one large glasshouse 
which would let the architecture itself become the interactive learning environment. In this 
space the architecture encouraged visitors to venture through the entire development. 
Engaging this form of massing would also facilitate the education aspect of the project, 
by using the climate effects of the glasshouse as another avenue of study. However, this 
exploration is considered ‘too extreme’ and perhaps unrealistic for the residential urban 
environment this was to take place in. 
Figure 104: Quick sketches exploring different scale options                                                         CELINE.PEARN
Figure 105: Glass massing of the site with internal buildings formed from current site plan
CELINE.PEARN
The conclusion following an evaluation of the original design indicated that the project had 
more potential than what had been initially envisaged. As it stood, the design was simply 
preserving the market gardens as they were historically and not adding anything particularly 
new. From this critical reflection, it was decided that the design could increase its scale and 
take advantage of spaces above ground level so that the architecture itself can become a 
more interactive and engaging element of the site. 
A series of mass concept models were used to explore how to exploit the site’s maximum 
potential and was achieved by investigating different architectural typologies.
115
Terracing Stacked
Another exploration included massing the current building forms as terraced gardens. This 
created varying levels of gardens that uses both architecture and the gardens to promote 
a physical connection with the rising gardens through interaction and exploration in a 
‘stepped’ movement. However, the 11m width of the current building form can only rise 
by three ‘terraces’ when considering the width each terrace is required to be to allow both 
garden and path. This form though creates large walls between the site and the surrounding 
neighbours which may be too imposing and discourage people from coming to the site. 
The third  exploration was stacking the gardens as a vertical element. This proved to be the 
most logical approach towards maximising the site as is typically done with vertical farming 
examples. However, due to the height of the gardens from the ground interaction with them 
could be limited due to the imposing tower like structure.   That said, the scope of the design 
was not to take on a high-rise gardening development and a compromised was reached 
with the addition of only two extra levels stacked. This approach was preferred because it 
is the one form that retains much of the original project design. The other two approaches 
would have required changes to the developed plan which had already been resolved as they 
reflected the preservation and reconnection objectives.   
Figure 106: Terraced form illustrating the addition of roof top gardens                                     CELINE.PEARN Figure 107: Garden levels are stacked and spaces defined by perimeter planter boxes      CELINE.PEARN
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Conclusion
07Figure 108: Market garden
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A principal focus of this research project was aimed at preserving the character and 
qualities of Chinese market gardens as an asset to the Mangere landscape. This originated 
as a response to the diminishing number of market gardens left in the Mangere landscape, 
which hold notable cultural significance and engender social qualities valued by the by both 
the Chinese and local populace. By reintegrating these attributes back into the Mangere 
community, revitalisation could be achieved by presenting a space that contrasted with the 
continually expanding urban environment through an ecosystem – the market gardens. This 
aim provided an opportunity to plan an approach to reconnect today’s community with its 
prior (principally Chinese) horticultural community through market gardening. 
This project therefore, required examination of the narrative, attributes, and architectural 
features of these gardens and then crafting and scripting a method in achieving this projects 
intended aim. This was attained by exploring the connection between a combination of 
programs interrelated with the process of market gardening which collectively shaped the 
architectural typology and environment of the development and ultimately influenced how 
the community responds onsite. This became a core design direction of the project and 
was used to address the issues identified from the research in order to  link the current 
Mangere community with the primary objective of preserving the market gardens’ identity 
,The cultural landscape precedent studies illustrated successful strategies and techniques to 
assist with engaging the visitor in addition to preserving the landscape’s cultural identity and 
were employed as a valuable asset to the preservation of the market garden. 
The design stage proved to be a challenging and difficult task, with the initial design 
changing multiple times and required several iterations within each of the three incremental 
development stages. Each new stage was generated by critical evaluations of the design thus 
far and analysed the numerous strengths and weaknesses by critically questioning how the 
architecture was responding to the site, the narrative, and the objective of the design. A 
new design stage was necessitated when the project had no further direction or influence 
which was exacerbated by the fact that typically Chinese market gardens do not have many 
strong identifying architectural elements and alternative options had to be sourced, shaped 
and adapted into the project. Upon reflection, this multiple stage incremental design step 
process was a plus for the project as a whole as it ‘brought into play’ alternative methods 
and approaches which would have otherwise been previously overlooked, deemed out 
of scope or simply not applicable.  So ultimately, the redesigned alternative direction that 
acknowledges the subtle architectural Chinese market garden characteristics became more 
than just a house for plants and importantly more stimulating for the visitor.
Other potential applications of the project if it was to be continued, is an exploration into 
adapting and incorporating both ‘scalability’ and ‘venture’ aspects. During Design Stage 
Three, the concept of scalability was identified but due to time constraints, this was not 
executed as it would require substantial research into structural systems and this investigation 
was unable to be conducted.
Considering what has been achieved, the project delivers a final design which revitalises the 
urban environment through an interactive and engaging site that teaches, cooks, feeds, and 
provides for the community in a similar way the Chinese market gardens had. In addition 
to this, the project also suggests a solution that endeavours to sustain a portion of the 
community’s vegetable produce, whilst supporting the above functions for the Mangere 
population as a whole. The architecture has been designed to extend beyond existing 
educational urban gardening examples. Thus, the final design of the building strives to satisfy 
and preserve the cultural heritage and significance of the Chinese market gardens through an 
architectural form that acknowledges the history of the Mangere landscape and community.
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Figure 110. Old bathtub previously used for washing tomatoes.
 By Celine Pearn.
Figure 111. Irrigation pump shed controls timing of when plants are watered.
 By Celine Pearn.
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